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He doesn’t look either of us in the eye as he opens the truck door and thanks Gavin for—I’m assuming—a very generous tip. He said Naomi hasn’t been able to decide if she enjoys not fearing you starting a brawl or not.” Page 24 “That was one time! How was I supposed to know everyone around us would get so upset?” I try to defend myself, but
when he stops at a red light and turns his wide eyes my way, I see the error of my ways. “Grab your wine, boozer. I run to the bathroom to brush my teeth, apply some face lotion . My mom thinks it’s romantic. She’s redder than a tomato and working so hard on scowling, she might just succeed. “But since we have the fashion show squared away, are
you gonna show me these bartender skills of yours or what?” “If by skills you mean pouring tequila shots and glasses of wine? “How about we get the rest of these clothes off?” he whispers. You looked beautiful and made a night I wasn’t looking forward to fun. I already knew this guy was dangerous, but with him this close, the strong scent of alcohol
and body odor mixing with my fear causes my stomach to turn. Both men are looking at me with huge grins on their faces, and the bartender is laughing! Apparently he was one of the unlucky few who didn’t see what just happened. But even so, I feel obligated to compliment you on your ability to fake cry.” I throw the pillow back at her, but instead of
it hitting her in the face like it did to me, she grabs it out of the air and catches it. “Oh my god!” I slap her shoulder when we’re out of breath from bouncing and screaming. His soft, full lips steal all of my breath. Unfortunately, the same can’t be said for Gavin. Smells like a setup. How do you think I got Dre to give in to redecorating the living room?”
she asks. Chris would’ve hated this place. I twirl around so fast, the vase full of pink and purple blooms flies out of my hands and just misses Brynn’s head before it crashes into the wall behind her. Instead of sports playing on TVs, it’s a different city of housewives. “Face. “But what happened, Marlee? “How’s the weather compared to Chicago?”
Good, Marlee. A little classy, a little hood, a lot Marlee. Holy moly. Then, out of nowhere, a Cowboys player charges Dre, slamming him back to the ground with a crash so violent, the entire stadium lets out a unison gasp. I keep my eyes to my feet, and I walk fast, but not so fast I would draw much attention. I’m not comparing Gavin to Chris, not only
because there is no comparison, but because Chris is a long forgotten memory. Unlike the first time he met my dad, there are no bro-hugs or nicknames today. “What?” I fake innocence and repeat the movement. I pour the remainder of the drink into Naomi’s glass and pick my tweezers back up, returning to my bedazzling project. He was a pretty boy
and spent double what I did on beauty products. Very weird. “I know what you have with Dre is real and good. “I’ve missed these.” Naomi takes a sip out of her margarita glass without lifting the glass, even though she finished painting her nails thirty minutes ago and there’s no way they’re still wet. When I was a college freshman, my mom surprised
me for a visit and ended up walking in on me with a girl,” he says. “Don’t you just move on faster than a pig in heat?” What the hell? Fourteen I’m not sure what wakes me up. It’s like laying on a cloud.” He shakes his head but starts walking over, dropping his jacket on my floor along the way. Ever since I stumbled across Chris’s personal porn gallery,
I’ve been trying my hardest to convince myself this had nothing to do with me and Chris is just a pig. This ugly motherfucker was definitely the better choice.” He laughs as he dodges a punch from Gavin. “I’ve wanted to come here forever! I thought it was closed on Tuesdays though?” “Not for us.” His chest puffs out. “And she has me alone and—”
“Marlee,” Gavin cuts me off. Dre’s guarding their wide receiver. “Yeah.” He’s a little out of breath from almost smothering himself. “But we all know she means a football player’s paycheck. What’s he?” she asks. Which is the reason I was brought in. I don’t say anything before I’m inside his house, slamming the door shut and turning the deadbolts.
But then, I get the most brilliant—or the worst ever—idea. Not so. I don’t try to hide my smile when my favorite song comes on and I belt the lyrics out right along with Luke Bryan. I still won, and I didn’t ever ease up. I’m a groupie. Gavin and I listen to him for a few minutes before Gavin gives him a polite, yet very effective, brush-off. “I would say
we’ve missed you, but we all know I’d be lying.” What a stellar greeting. After we’re back in the clothes we came in, we’re guided to the front of the stage where a group of empty seats is waiting for us to watch the fashion show with the real models. “What the fuck is your problem, Pope?” The Gavin who was just with me, laughing and having fun, is
no longer next to me. Shouldn’t I make it last? I’m not usually the forward one, but he asked for a kiss, so a kiss I’ll give him. You’re the one playing dirty, babe.” The way his voice gets even deeper and his eyes get darker as he talks? Tuesdays are Gavin’s day off, and when I called Brynn last night to let her know what happened, she banned me from
coming in. Page 13 The only perk is being old enough to purchase wine to numb the pain while paying said bills. It’s crazy to think of all the times I walked by, blissfully unaware of its occupant, and would stop and stare. Once we’re both in the truck, Gavin focuses on the road, as the silence settles around us. I have no class,” I repeat the things she’s
said about me in the past, checking myself with every word to make sure I’m not yelling. The entrance by El Señor’s is flanked by old houses in desperate need of paint updates and housing projects, whereas the exit I’m taking is surrounded by million-dollar condos lining the streets. Don’t answer. “My dad’s going to be here soon. I might not be able
to see her face, but it doesn’t stop me from hearing her smile. I can’t hear anything other than the sound of blood rushing through my ears as I’m darting down the street. I’d take James, his stories, and my little place any day of the week.” “Can’t I have my house without the wicked wives?” Her bottom lip pouts, and she looks so adorable, I almost
pinch her cheeks. I should’ve told you who I was before you found out from those pictures. “First we find the dress, then shoes, unless of course we need to hit lingerie for a special bra.” Brynn looks to her phone where she no doubt has a note written with today’s schedule on it. I turn onto my street and for the first time in a couple of weeks, James is
back outside of my building. “How’re you gonna ask this scrub when I’m right here?” “Sorry, TK, but you’re too pretty to walk down the runway with. “What are you . I’ve got work, Brynn has entrusted me to take over all of her marketing, and I took on one final freelance client. I don’t want to go in there without you anyways. After a fun but eventful
night, the simple touch is so relaxing, I struggle to keep my eyes open. She takes a long pull from her cigarette, even though there’s signage everywhere saying the venue is smoke free. “I’m kissing a different set of lips,” he says and punctuates it with his tongue dipping into my core. “Yes, darling. I know you aren’t a part of the Lady Mustangs
anymore, but no individual takes credit for a group effort.” “Trust me, Court, I know. Eleven The road to hell is paved with good intentions. I’m gonna tell Gavin all about it anyways, so it’s easier for me if he hears it now. Between the soft R&B coming through the speakers and the gentle bouncing of the truck, my eyelids are becoming heavier and
heavier. He pulls his face back and watches as his fingers grab on to the hem of my shirt and slowly raises it up and over my head. Marlee: 0. Fingers crossed he goes with it. More importantly, it’s only two blocks away from a hipsters’ paradise complete with an organic coffee shop, a restaurant filled to the brim with ping-pong tables, men with
beards and skinny jeans, and my new favorite place ever: HERS. I did nothing to deserve to be on the receiving end of his vile behavior. slowly . The fans around us, whether cheering for the Mustangs or Cowboys, stand with their crossed fingers raised in the air. The chatter around the stadium starts to pick up, but it feels different, like a dark cloud
has settled over everyone. “How are you liking Denver?” “I love it.” He takes another sip of coffee and places his cup on the table. “Marlee?” he asks, probably confused to see me at his door at all, let alone the state I arrive in. The players on the field stand and get water while they wait for Dre to stand up and walk off the field. The only thing they
have in common is they’re so addictive, I might need rehab. “Gavin!” My shrill voice disrupts the calm night once more. This is why I left Chris. “You know the final Jeopardy! question, but you don’t know it’s tomato, tomato?” I’m about to answer him when Gavin’s picture behind a news anchor draws my attention. “Do. Not. I take a deep breath,
trying to calm myself for what I know is about to come, and when he gets close enough, I snap my leg up and nail him right between the legs. This is your attempt at a joke, right?” I stare at her, waiting for her to start laughing, but she never does. Page 6 I’m starting to think I should’ve stayed home. can I have the water?” I ask. “First, you don’t
know me. I paraded you around my teammates and their families and look at you. “The guy with James. “I was . The children’s hospital event is coming up, and I know how much you love helping those kids. “Honor system, Pope. “I don’t know if you missed the part where my best friend’s husband was wheeled off the field or you’re a bigger bitch than
I imagined, which, to be honest, I didn’t think was possible.” I stop and take a deep breath. He loves it when I give him a little extra excitement.” “God help me,” he asks the roof. “And there’s more.” Naomi squeezes her eyes shut and bites her bottom lip. “I know you’re mad at me and you have every right to be. We drank a little bit at my place, but
the second Brynn—the owner of HERS—saw us walk in, I was summoned behind the bar with her, and Naomi was placed front and center, serving as our unofficial taste-tester. “Do you want water or coffee or anything?” The change of topic is kind. Unfortunately for us though, it doesn’t last long. Marlee and I go way back. “We’re playing Jeopardy!” I
state the obvious. I’m still shaking!” I show her my hands for proof. “I’m still waiting for this coffee to kick in, last night kicked my butt.” “It was a crazy night.” The words are right, but the tone is all wrong. It’s an eerie feeling, being surrounded by so many people, not hearing anything other than the frightened tears and sniffles of your best friend.
We had so much fun tonight, and I got so comfortable with him, it just slipped out. “Oh, you know. “Thank you for offering, but . When I can’t get all the way there, I bring my hands to the back of his head, feeling the softness of his hair beneath my fingers, and pull his head to mine. I fall somewhere in the middle. I watch as his long legs make quick
work of my small space; it only takes him about three steps to make it. A groupie.” She flips her long blonde curls over her shoulder. I’ll have my pops watch HERS and go with you guys. How I passed out in the front seat of his truck holding an open bottle of wine. YES! Long answer? But I couldn’t sit next to you and listen to what he was saying to
you anymore.” “Yes, you could’ve!” I close my eyes and take a deep breath to try and regain my composure. “Please.” I manage to say as I roll my hips against him. even if he’s a terrible son. I mean, how dare he. When I reach his door, my hands move at their own accord, slamming against the door with so much force, I know they’re going to be black
and blue in a few days. “Are you sure? “I didn’t know you were there. I was thinking some tacos from El Señor sounded like a good way to celebrate. “Maybe coffee?” I almost scream at him. It was fun, but it wasn’t real. I think of the sweats I’ve had since high school that I wear for pajamas and not something silk and lacy like Chris was always trying
to get me to wear. My one bedroom, one bathroom, five hundred square foot apartment fell somewhere in the middle. Because when your girl drops a not-so-subtle see (C) you (U) next (N) Tuesday (T) to a group of women talking shit about you, you’re obligated to divulge your feelings. It’s the same way I’d talk to some of my girlfriends when they’d
tell me about their cheating husband. You hate Alexander, but everybody hates him.” “He’s the worst. “I shouldn’t have taken your phone from you. “I know you don’t need me to fight your battles for you. Gavin’s modern one, to be exact. “But I sat next to a woman as she cried, staring at the same football field your husband was on, praying to see any
hint that he was alive and not paralyzed.” I know some people like to ignore things to cope, and that’s fine by me. “There’s a great little place a few blocks over. And I don’t want to lose myself in another person again. I promised her booze and homemade cookies. “I’ve missed your overinflated ego, but now that you’ve refreshed my memory, I should
be fine without you for a little while. eventually.” What? Gavin looks like a sporty lumberjack and I can’t lie, I’m not mad at any of it. Whatever.” She tries to sound uninterested. I’ll be able to pay my electric bill and buy wine and have extra to put in my savings thanks to this!” I wrap her up in a giant bear hug. I want to ask him if I can stay, but after
ignoring all of his calls and texts for the last month, I’m nervous. “Right? Yeah, she’s supposed to be sweeping Brynn out of the danger zone and into safety. “Thanks.” He winks and turns with his trash in hand. This one? “I’m not playing this game. and by the time the room stops spinning, my bra and thong have joined the rest of our clothes piling up
somewhere in my room. Please tell me you’re being careful. “It’s not like I don’t already know your answer.” “I don’t know your answer though,” Gavin cuts in. “I was coming to drop off some Advil and give you water for later.” He takes a bottle of water out of his pants’ pocket with the same finesse as a magician pulling a rabbit out of his hat. Then
we lay there with his weight pushing me into the bed, my fingers drawing circles on his back, saying nothing while our heart rates return to normal and our breathing calms. I did the athlete thing for ten years too long and I’m not going to go back on my promise to leave them behind because of one slightly—whatever, majorly—mind-blowing orgasm.
My fellow wives.’ She stressed ‘wives’ like that. “No?” My eyebrows rise. I try to hide my laughter in a failed attempt of cough cover-up. You okay?” He’s looking down at me, watching me with warm eyes and a wide, genuine smile. I don’t yell for Gavin. “Nice of you to take our boy out tonight. I’d always thought if I found myself in a situation like this,
I’d run. “Okay?” Gavin turns up the volume. “She must’ve heard wrong, because here I am.” I frame my face with my hands and curtsy. Once we reach the bottom, we circle around to the back so we can return the clothes to the designers we borrowed them from. “If she goes out with you will you stop sending these damn flowers?” “Hey!” I glare at
Brynn. So I take full advantage of the dark room and comfy bed. “Looks like somebody’s date was a success.” “If me being Gavin’s girlfriend means it went well, then yeah. “Dixie?” All the anger has fled and now it’s being filled with hurt, which really sucks, because it’s so much easier to be angry. “Bye, Dad.” I push Gavin out of the front door and
slam it behind me before I hear my mom and dad bust out laughing. “Just say it, Nay.” Her eyes stay closed as she draws in a deep breath. Not because I’m hungry or lacking basic table manners, but because I need a minute to compose myself. “Are you fuckin’ kidding me right now?” he whispers, but it somehow echoes in the room. Rude. “This place
is really great, Marlee,” he says, looking around the room. I spring out of the bed like a jack-in-the-box and instantly regret it. I was going to ask if you wanted a shot with me, but now I’m just asking Naomi and Dre.” And like the mind readers they are—or friends aware of the tequila crutch I use in uncomfortable situations—when I turn to them, Dre
hands me a lime and points to the shots lined up on the bar. But the design work I do isn’t a consistent, reliable income yet, and the thought of draining so much of it on a car when Denver has invested so much into their public transportation seemed like a waste. “Gavin! No! You’re supposed to go at the end, and she’s supposed to be alone!” I can’t
tell if she’s more pissed I’m not facing public humiliation alone or that he’s messing up her order. “Maybe I am, maybe I’m not. Like Chris, for example. “I’m done now.” He smiles again, the corner of his eyes creasing and the dimple on his left cheek deepening. His hair, which was gelled and combed to perfection, is falling carelessly in front of his
face. His excitement is contagious and it’s impossible for me not to catch it. Oh dear god. You’re freaking me out!” “You’re the only person I know who argues with pop culture references.” “Gavin!” I’m about to resort to physical violence, but he seems to sense I’m getting there and starts talking. “Marlee, my love! Courtney told me you wouldn’t be
coming tonight,” she says, her voice laced with the rasp that never leaves because of the cigarettes she’s always smoking out of her long, gold cigarette holder. “Yes, really. Chris doesn’t listen. I still intend to keep my no-more-athletes promise, but you know what? Such a simple, normal name. “Marlee,” Gavin calls my name before I make it to the
edge of the platform. Thank you, though.” It’s getting late, but there’s no way I can go home. Well, the last two people I wanted to see. “In your pocket? “Telling,” I manage to respond. She doesn’t mind,” he answers. “Chris was never ever good enough for you.” “Now that we know how much y’all love each other and what Marlee deserves, what’s the
plan for tomorrow?” A stone-cold sober Brynn interrupts us. When I feel the breeze from the curtain as the couple in front of Chris and Ava walk through it, I contemplate running. “You need a break from studying film, and I need a break from watching you study film.” Now, I’m not even a girlfriend, and I’m not letting them stick a groupie label on my
head.” “Screw them all. “Bye, babe. “No, she’s using mine,” I lie. “I know, but I wanted to.” His fingers find their way between mine again, and he gives my hand a comforting squeeze. * * * • • • “OH MY GOD!” I run through my apartment and jump on my bed. I buy little kids’ yogurt instead of grown-up ones just for the little trivia on the side . “And
instead of turning and leaving, she came inside and questioned me and the girl on our relationship status and whether or not we were practicing safe sex.” “No she did not! I love your mom!” I hear it after I say it. I’m not ready to see him.” “Forget Chris. But the quarterback? We walk side by side until we reach the stairs and Gavin motions for me to
go in front of him. I was finishing up on one of my final freelance projects before I focused entirely on HERS. Obviously. “Nope. I woke up the next morning to an empty bed. We sit across from each other, eating our croissants and drinking our coffee. “Four years . “I mean . This is why I’m always late. It was one meeting.” I fall back onto the couch
beside her, not sure if I can stand more news if it’s anything like the last. The neighborhood is awful. It does a fine job at removing the mascara, but leaves red, irritated skin in its wake. Swoon. But at this moment? You know, the one you called Snobby the Snow Bitch.” The fast, Band-Aid-ripping delivery worked with the first news. “Wow, Mark. “No
promises. and feels. “Where’d you go?” He approaches, but instead of sitting down across from me, he stops beside me. “You’re lying to me.” “I wish. I don’t get too far when he grabs the purse wrapped around me and jerks me backward, causing me to stumble to the ground. The flickering streetlight draws my gaze from the empty path in front of me
up to the orange light when a glare off of something pulls my attention back down. I thought I was supposed to be the irritated one.” I try to look at her, but even though I want to hate them, I can’t stop staring at the flowers. Everything was fine last week and now you’re living here.” The way she looks around my little apartment, her lip curled up like
she smells feet, is hilarious. But I think that just before they closed, I saw Gavin still watching me with a smile on his lips. But, just so you know, Coach updated us in the locker room. You’re messing with me. I wasn’t sure if you forgot, but now I know you just disregarded me.” I walk to where he left my phone and find my dad’s contact. What guy? I
can speak with Marl—” “Miss Harper,” Gavin corrects him, and this time I don’t even attempt to hide my laughter. But that’s not what I had with Chris. I look to where Courtney was standing, only to see she’s been joined by a few of the other wives. A stranger would think she was being sincere, but I know better, and her sweet voice isn’t fooling me.
His tongue traces a pattern down my throat as his calloused hands drag over my hips, up to my waist, and grab on to my rib cage. Weather is a safe topic. * * * • • •
THERE’S ONLY ONE way to describe the family room after the game: somber. There’s a soft lace comforter and the furniture is white and carved with floral designs. I forget we’re
standing on the sidewalk outside of a building with my ex inside until the gentle clearing of a throat snaps me back to reality. After being with a man who never apologized, it’s nice to be on the receiving end of a little groveling. And you may remember, Marlee Harper is the longtime girlfriend of Mustangs receiver Chris Alexander. She screams. “No,
finish your food. Chris, not one to stay sober at an event like this and always one for dramatics, falls to the ground upon impact and holds his nose as blood leaks from the sides of his hands. “Just hopeful.” He winks before ripping the condom wrapper with his teeth. Don’t shoot the messenger. Let me wash my face first.” I climb out of bed, checking to
make sure all my goodies are still tucked away, which makes me think of one thing. “Thank you,” I say after we’ve been sitting on his couch for minutes . “I mean, I know where you live now.” “Ready, James?” I pretend to ignore him, but my back goes straight at the laughter. But with you next to me, I let you take over. “The media is full of vultures.
Maybe if I’m lucky, I’ll see you around,” he says right before I turn around. “I got a bonus at work today. When Naomi’s phone rings, she answers it right away, but it takes her a moment to get the words past the silent tears that haven’t slowed. I was expecting Gavin to have the same reaction and give me something to not like about him. “Naomi, we
aren’t at a Lady Mustangs meeting. I, on the other hand, take a minute to process this news. Death by orgasm? I’m not Chris and I never will be.” “Thank you for saying those things.” “I only said them because they’re the truth.” He kisses the top of my head. “You love me.” I blow her a kiss from the opposite end of my Ikea couch. When Gavin Pope
pursues you, it’s hard to keep your defenses up. His mouth follows the opposite path mine made and he grasps the top of my tank with his teeth, pulling each side beneath the lacy bra that’s doing nothing to conceal my hardened nipples. His walks toward me, his bare feet padding quietly across the dark hardwood floors while his gaze never leaves
me, even as he stretches out beside me on the chaise part of his couch. I had one request for him last night and already it doesn’t matter. Lettuce doesn’t absorb booze; you can only count on carbs to get that job done. If I would’ve known I was in one, I would’ve paid more attention.” When Gavin said he lived downtown, I figured he meant one of the
swanky high-rises in the heart of downtown. Adulting sucks. He must see my stance change from one of a scared, frozen girl to one preparing to run, because before I’m able to release the scream building in the back of my throat, he throws and lands a hard punch to my jaw. It kind of feels like confetti should be thrown in the air whenever I walk into
a room. Just on the outskirts of downtown, it’s in the middle of revitalization. “Sorry. You always have so much to say. Oh yeah. Like a lot a lot a lot. Gavin doesn’t pull back. Even though the bag is cold against my skin, it doesn’t prevent heat from filling my core. “We should probably look for a bra . Stop saying love, Marlee. Twenty-one The first
bouquet shows up at my parents’ house the day after I leave Gavin’s. Second, I don’t give a flying fuck if Marlee’s your damn sister. When he lifts the plastic pouch and grazes his finger near the scratch, I don’t even attempt to hide the full body shiver that takes over. An ambulance is here, and I’m going to ride with him,” she tells me just as a golf
cart with a stretcher attached drives onto the field. Each time he exhales, his breath caresses my neck, sending chills down my spine and making my thighs clench. And when Officer Green walked in, I wanted it even more. But others? Had a great time last night and this morning. “I want you back by nine,” my dad says before we leave. Thank you,
God. Your marketing skills have been so effective, one of the boys from marketing thought he was being replaced.” She’s leaning in conspiratorially, which would normally make me cringe—I can’t deal with close talkers—but she’s telling me gossip that’s wrapped with compliments for my work, and I spotted Courtney watching us in the corner. I look
to Gavin to see if he’s witnessing this too, or if I’m in a tequila-induced hallucination. He just brushes over the fabric of my thong, but it’s enough to make my already arched back lift even higher. He’s known me forever. is she for real? Nothing else. #Touchdown With every movement, every moan, every deep kiss, it becomes clear this is where I’m
supposed to be. “Stop laughing! I’m serious. I didn’t want to forget details, but mainly, I wanted it over with. It’s naughty. She’s one of the lucky few who get a free pass out of the meetings, but a front-of-the-line pass to the events. “Yup, Miss Marlee.” He hobbles beside me. “Where’d you get them?” “Furniture Warehouse.” I turn toward him and toss
one of my legs over his. New heights. I stumble back into the wall behind me and flinch with the painful reminder of slamming into the concrete outside. Courtney aims her narrowed eyes at them before shifting them back my way. for more than one reason.” He never drops eye contact and his foot taps mine under the table.
#BetterCallBeckyWiththeRedHair “I’m acting like a slut. “So you’re fucking Pope?” What a well-thought-out, meaningful greeting. Now I haven’t heard from him at all. “Want to know what I see?” Not particularly, but if she draws this out much longer, tears on her rug would be the least of her worries. Seventeen The problem with being an adult is
absolutely everything. “Thanks for the sweatshirt,” I say a little bit too loud. Her narrowed eyes focus back on me for a second, like I’m the one who called her the name. “Not everyone. So why would I try to be cute for you?” I can picture the color rising in his cheeks as he paces the floor, the way he always does when he gets angry. “Keep track of
your total on your phone.” I stop and look at him. “So after we find your smokin’ outfit, are you gonna ride with us?” “If we find an outfit, I’ll just Uber it. I have a deadline coming up for a client I’m working with and I still have a ton to do.” Way to play it cool, Marlee. And here he is, twelve hours later, doing it again. Let me watch.” And this time, I
listen to him. hurt Gavin. “Damn, girl, you must not know you’re standing next to the Pac-Man king,” Gavin says from close behind. but enough for me to understand and wish I didn’t. and maybe because cotton candy yogurt is amazing. “You almost gave me a heart attack!” I put both of my hands over my head as I make my way back toward him. “It’s
not like last time. And I need to stay that way. There. Gregory Thomas. “Fuck men, you know?” I slur. “Turn that up.” I point to the radio. I’ll go fast.” I turn on my heel and run into my building. “Gavin!” I poke his arm, startling him out of the conversation he’s having with TK. I order my usual, a vanilla latte, Gavin gets a caffè Americano, and we both
choose the huge, flaky croissants. “Thank you. No jokes. Why would you turn on me like this? “Oh my god.” I moan when his finger dips inside of me. I climb onto him, my legs straddling his body, my hands tangled in his hair, and do what I’ve been wanting to do all morning. I don’t know how long I stare at the illuminated station numbers before my
brain starts to function again. “Oh. Marlee! I didn’t even see you.” Dixie aims her bright smile at me when Naomi doesn’t say more. #HisAssMadeMeDoIt Thirteen “You’re really nice,” I slur. What he doesn’t know is I was going to call him tonight anyway. “Who shows up at a team event a week after they were dumped in a dress two sizes too small
and more makeup than a stripper on a Saturday night?” I know I should be offended, but I can only focus on one part of her evil villain speech. It’s undeniable that I’m in Gavin Pope’s house. I knew this sick fuck got a kick out of this shit. unless fighting the urge to moan against his mouth counts. I’ll take the surprise.” “Is that a yes?” His head pops
back up, and he’s got the dimple-revealing grin plastered to his face. “Ready, Marlee?” Courtney asks as she’s peeking through the curtains watching Chris and Ava go. “She was attacked an hour ago and you’re standing here accusing her of what, exactly?” “It’s not a big deal, Gavin. “No, you don’t need to stay for long. “No! Gavin, come back!” I saw
the guy walk away, but for some reason, I can’t convince myself he’s not still out there. “What do you want, Chris?” I sound as defeated as I feel, which is to say, really freaking defeated. “I like the shirt.” He bends downs and whispers in my ear, “I like it on the floor too. I spent a mint ordering all these crystals, so this is kind of a one-shot gig. “So
nice of you to check on me.” “Don’t play coy, Marlee. Pretty sure of yourself there, Pope.” I lay on the bed, totally satisfied but still craving more, watching as he takes off his jeans, pulling his boxer briefs down with them until he’s left standing naked in front of me. Each whisker against my tongue sends shivers through my body. I’m just so screwed if
I lose this job. “I searched through scraps of papers for days hoping you at least left a number.” Uh . You can see outside, but people can’t see in. After we drop them in our entryway, Gavin says he has to leave, even after my Dad’s multiple attempts to keep him around for longer. The list would never end. The innocent touch causes goose bumps to
spread across my arms. You don’t even have to ask.” Thankfully, the dark sky prevents him from seeing the way my cheeks flame and the way my thighs press together, but the grin that overtakes my face is unmistakable. The guys are laughing and having fun while the women are practicing their model walks in the open space. Life is so weird. After I
described the guy’s silver tooth to Brian, he knew exactly who I was talking about—Gregory Thomas, lowlife extraordinaire. We’re not friends. Damn. Yeah. “Holy shit,” I say, out of breath and dizzy when he puts me back on my feet. “Are you all right?” He sits down on the floor a couple of feet away from me, watching closely, like I might snap at any
second—which, if I’m honest, I think I already did—so he doesn’t miss the way I flinch and retreat when he reaches for my aching hands. Uneventful. “Everything okay?” “Everything’s great.” I make my way toward the bed and climb in beside him. You’ll upstage me.” I wink. “Son of a!” I shout and grab my leg. And when he turns to me, eyes soft and
his lips curving up, my insides turn to jelly. You know, Dixie, I might not have gone to Bible study with you, but I still know god doesn’t like ugly. I really appreciate it.” I never would’ve thought I would say those words to him and it sucks it’s under these circumstances, but I’m happy there’s a good guy hiding underneath his douchebag exterior. I
should’ve stuck up for myself. Duh. In most instances, I’d be thrilled to see somebody giving James attention, treating him like he exists instead of ignoring what they don’t want to acknowledge. He’s super fucking hot. Each sweet, quick touch of his mouth while he’s laughing causes warmth to radiate through my chest until I worry I might explode.
He grabs my hand for us to leave and just calls out a casual, “See ya,” to Madison when we pass her. He came out of nowhere. .” I try to ask him, but when his tongue flicks at the same time his finger moves, my head flies back onto my pillow, and I tangle my hands in Gavin’s hair. His back’s still bothering him a bit, but he said it’s getting better.”
When Gavin leaves, I’m calling my mom and yelling at her for ingraining me with such superb manners. Mahler and she hates me, every time I laugh at something Mrs. But for the first time since my drunken night in Chicago, reality is so much better than anything I could dream up. I have a new job. What’s going on with him? “You just complimented
me while yelling at me. I wonder what his beard would feel like against my thighs. Do you have a corkscrew in your truck?” He’s full on laughing at me when Mr. Bartender comes back with a bottle in his hand, its metal lid gleaming under the lights. But dammit!” She looks around the room and stops when she finds Paisley. I push the pain to the back
of my mind, focus on his door in front of me, and scramble back to my feet. With the exception of him throwing my necklace at me—which is a pretty big freaking exception—we’ve barely discussed that night. It was terrifying. I shouldn’t be allowed around attractive humans of the opposite sex. I trace a path from the base of his neck up to his chin.
Chris with Ava. He just likes to mess with you more.” Dad never messed with Chris. You’re the reason ticket sales are up thirty percent. Once I feel a little better, I stand up and peel myself out of the dress clinging to my bloated midsection under Gavin’s sweatshirt and toss on some yoga pants and a tank top. All I need is him injuring his hand and the
entire city turning on me. This is why I avoid running and haunted houses at all costs. He followed me. “DixiewashuggingMadisonandtalkingaboutyoutoo,” she says too fast for me to understand. “Are we really doing this today, Courtney?” I don’t even call her Court, that’s how not up for this I am. “Can you believe it? “I hope your ego’s not so bruised
from me kicking your ass all night long that you don’t try them on me.” “Yeah right, Harper. “Plus it’s cold. I’m the person who pushes her instincts to the side to be kind, but this guy is setting off warning signals left and right, and I’m not trying to get any closer. Page 26 Except Naomi. I open Gavin’s DVR and come across a butt load of unwatched
Jeopardy!’s and almost lose my shit. I might be well into my twenties, but I’ve never felt this good before. “Oh, so you do remember? But he always means well. I’m moving on. “Why do you have to be a football player? Naomi cringes, Brynn laughs, and the old man holding his wife’s bags glares. My brain shouts at me to haul my black and purple ass
to the guest room, but my body puts up a pretty convincing argument to give Gavin a chance. It’s the beginning of the fourth quarter. And today’s no exception. I think tonight made it clear Brian will never be a Gavin Pope fan. “I’m not fighting with you today,” I say. The hands that were satisfied only with touching are now grabbing and pulling at the
other. “Besides Chris, I have only slept with one person. I can’t walk past his house now that I know he lives there. Ha. Sucker. Gavin is waiting for me as we head for the seats in a single file line. After minutes . “How’s you doing tonight?” “I’m good. “I was, but I can stay if you need anything.” I offer because I love my job so much and not at all
because I’m avoiding my quiet apartment and empty couch. You know Chicago. There’s a good chance I need a therapist. “Ava. The loose lips part of the night has arrived. “Dammit!” I glare at her. “Football is so stupid.” “It is,” Gavin agrees. “It’s not your fault they’re bitches.” “I don’t want you to think I sat there while they rattled off bullshit and I
didn’t have your back.” She sits up straight and looks me in the eyes. “Better?” he asks, still on his knees. “Don’t you look all sparkly and festive!” “Dixie,” Naomi says without smiling. I pull back, both of us breathing like we finished running a race, and I push him onto my couch. Game. Guess who loves girlfriends now? Next time, can you at least do
it when I have clothes on or, at the bare minimum, am under a blanket?” “I can’t make any promises.” He climbs out of the bed and stops to let his gaze travel down the length of my body once more. If my mind was capable of thinking about anything other than how to get closer to him without physically climbing inside of him, I might worry about
where his hand is heading. “Sorry.” I take a deep breath and paste my best faux smile on my face before looking up. “Dre plays football, and he’s aaaaamazingg.” “And I’m so happy for you.” I swivel around on the barstool and send both of us stumbling in different directions. I find Naomi and Dre by the bar, guarding an empty barstool I’m assuming
is for me, and try to make it there as fast as I can without running. Fine. “My job.” He brushes me off as he walks to the door. * * * • • • “I’M SORRY YOU had to go through this, Marlee.” The sincerity in Brian’s voice takes me by surprise. “Kevin’s looking for you, Court.” At the mention of her nickname, the shock disappears so quickly, and if I hadn’t
witnessed it with my own two eyes, I would’ve never believed it happened. She touches on the charities benefiting from this event for a brief moment and finishes by having all of the designers and donors who made this night possible stand up and take a bow. Once we’ve found our footing, we take long, slow, crooked steps back to each other, and I
wrap her up in a bear hug. Second? I open my text messages, about to send one to Gavin, when a hand grabs on to my shoulder. “Make sure you stop and watch us when you get off the stage, Alexander,” Gavin says. Okay. “Give it to me. But, seeing as Chris and I aren’t together anymore, my plan has been shot to hell. He walks to his dresser and
pulls out a T-shirt and boxers. “Please tell me you’re joking.” I close my eyes, thankful for the darkness hiding the furious blush that’s taken over my entire body. #ArtImitatingLife “Are you okay, Brynn?” Gavin asks. His parents probably thought he’d grow up to be an accountant, maybe dreamt of a lawyer. Page 15 I keep my head down and pull my
headphones out of my cross- body purse I threw on before I left the house, and blast my country playlist. “Already?” Why this shocks me? I was so wrapped up in the report, I didn’t even realize Gavin had come back from the kitchen until his hand touches me. “Damn, Marlee. I look around the room again searching for an escape route. Actually, the
opposite—I love it. I ended up in Denver’s historic Five Points neighborhood. Even mad I can’t deny the glory that is Gavin Pope. It’s obvious why Chris left you, and just know every single person in this room thinks you look desperate and pathetic tonight.” Damn. “Of course you can sleep with me.” Tortoise wins again, slow and steady. “You weren’t
expecting what?” I ask, confused. “Every party has a pooper, that’s why we invited you, party pooper,” I sing much too loud. You told me you were an investment banker. I bet Chris’s dad will be on the receiving end of a phone call requesting more Botox tomorrow. But I suck at accepting compliments, so I joke it off. “Please, Gavin.” Between the
moans and my heavy breathing, I might as well be speaking a foreign language. And we definitely haven’t mentioned what came after. I’m just not in the right mind-set to deal with this.” I turn and walk toward his floating staircase. “Coffee sounds good.” His lips curve up and pull my heartstrings along with them. I pull out the check and almost cry
when I see five hundred dollars written on it. I have to bite the inside of my cheek to prevent my smile from overtaking my entire face. Chris and Ava step through the curtain in front of us, and I try to focus on the feel of my hand in Gavin’s instead of the cheering crowd and flashing lights. There should be a limit on the charm one could possess.
Dammit, do I never learn? “Thanks again for my moola!” “Yeah, yeah. “Holy shit. the kiss. Instead, he saunters across the room, his gorgeous manhood swaying between his legs with every step until his gets to the edge of the bed and climbs over me. “Get out of here. “How’d they even find out? Their quarterback—not as skilled or good looking as my
QB—decides to go for a long pass. But I’m not in his bedroom. And stupid me had noooooo idea. I mean Wednesday,’ winked at her, and walked away.” “Shut up!” Brynn and I shout at the same time and startle the two women chatting at the table next to us. “So here’s what’s going to happen. I don’t go full on Rent, but I have to buy my own shoes. I
thought he looked good in his jeans? And she might look skinny, but my girl is ripped. I’m okay with him going, but I think I see my dad wipe a few tears as Gavin’s taillights disappear through our neighborhood. Well . But when the same cold grip that grabbed me earlier strikes again, I know this is just the latest chapter in Marlee’s Great
Misadventure. And why more on Saturday nights? I smile, then turn on my heel to go search for Naomi . Actually, you know what? I don’t know why I exchanged numbers with him. We play the ignore and call again game ten more times before I give up and answer. Twenty-five I walk into the stadium ready for battle. Work. “Goddamn, Marlee. It’s not
like we haven’t had sex before and I don’t vividly remember every last detail about what he can do with his fingers. I think the term I used was ‘aficionado,’ you’re the one who wanted to bet real money.” “Tomato, potato,” I toss at him while picking the next episode to watch. The look on his face is one I’ll treasure forever. “Damn,” Gavin says as he
opens my door to his truck. He’s so dreamy. When he spots me, he walks toward me until he’s few feet in front of me. “Hey, James,” I say when I get closer to him. “I want you to look at these.” She turns her computer screen toward me and my entire body tightens. The smile she was wearing starts to fade at the same time her cheeks brighten, but
instead of directing her angry gaze at Chris, she aims it at me. Three touchdown passes and no turnovers.” “Thanks, but you don’t have to do that.” He bends down and plants a quick kiss on my lips. “And then . When his tongue starts tracing the scalloped lace edges against my breasts, my back arches, pushing my heavy breasts impossibly closer to
him and causing my ass to rise just enough for his hand to slip beneath it. “You were, but I can see your resolve weakening with every stupid flower, so I’m taking over for you.” “So does that mean I should run?” a deep voice calls from the front door. I left HERS that night equal parts buzzed on Skinny Girl and high on life because not only was I the
new part-time bartender, I was also head of the newly (as in that night) formed marketing department. Not my breathing, not the frantic rhythm of my Nikes hitting the pavement, not the sound of my lipstick and phone as they fly out of my purse and onto the sidewalk. I know that Courtney girl is trying to take credit for your work, but I wanted you to
know that we all know who’s really behind tonight’s success.” She throws a wink my way before she waltzes across to the room to one of her friends. They jump into the air at the same time and nobody can tell who’s going to catch the ball. You look gorgeous.” I have too many knots in my stomach to respond, but I look up to him and give him the best
smile I can manage. I cannot deal with those bitches without you there calling Courtney ‘Court’ and ordering food I can steal. “So it takes a potential injury to get you to talk to me again?” “I was going to talk to you,” I say, and he throws me major side-eye. intentionally? “I’m competitive. “Marlee.” The way he says my name, I’m not sure if it’s a plea
for me to keep going or stop. Isn’t that illegal or something?” I ask, very much not okay. “Good. “I hate planning dates. I was not expecting that,” Gavin says, finally breaking the silence. He cheated on me. I know what’s coming is going to suck. You can’t give me a break on this? It’s not at all what I remembered. He’s been wonderful tonight, but
that’s what sucks about him—he’s just all-around a fantastic guy. She was not wrong. “Gavin has better seats.” I take more than a little bit of joy watching her jaw drop at how easily I bring up Gavin. I never thought he’d live in one of the newly built, glass-front condos I’ve walked by dozens of times. and again. You’re going down tonight.”
#ThatsWhatSheSaid Pinball machines and retro video games fill the room—Donkey Kong, Centipede, and some Michael Jackson dance game I will definitely return to later. “How have I never played this?” I press my lips together and shrug. I deserved a little pleasure after years of mediocracy and the possibility of an STD, but that was it. “If you stop
encouraging my Dad, you can see my room. There was no spinal or neck injury, they’re thinking a severe concussion.” I cringe at the news. And without either of us acknowledging Dixie again, we walk away. I also played softball.” She waves the pillow in my face with a triumphant smile on her face. “And she goes, ‘Welcome Lady Mustangs. “But I’m
just starting,” he whispers. I mean, come on, Universe. “But he didn’t know I slept with you, or that I thought about my night with you almost every time I slept with him since. Plus, Naomi has a flare for the dramatic and why discuss things over the phone when you can call an emergency meeting? During the day, it’s filled with urban yuppie moms
pushing their babies in strollers that look like they were designed by NASA and wearing yoga pants that cost more than my electric bill. Monday at work, the seventh and eighth bouquets arrive. “Dear god. Waiting for other people sucks. “Miss Marlee. “Marlee what? “How about this? My ex is not dating Gavin’s good friend who I’m pretty sure hates
me, is he? “Open the door, Gavin!” My voice is unlike I have ever heard it—scratchy like I’ve swallowed glass, more frightened than a wild dog. “I need to hang with you guys more often.” “Ain’t that right, boo?” I ask the question I’ve asked Naomi hundreds of times. Out of realistic, non-superhero options, I call for him to come in. When they said your
name and gave this address, I thought there had to be another Marlee Harper in Denver because why would you ever leave your golden tower in Parker,” he says with a whistle. If you have any questions, feel free to give me a call.” I play the message one more time to make sure I’ve heard him right, and after I’m sure I have, I take my first deep
breath since the attack. “Now that you have me drunk, are you ready to hear about the last meeting?” she asks. “I’m sorry I ignored you.” I close my eyes, thankful he can only see the back of my head. “The victim, Marlee Harper, was attacked in Lincoln Park walking home from dinner. The shit-eating grin Brian walked in with has taken flight and
headed south for the winter. Mahler says, I direct my smile and gaze Courtney’s way. “You all right there?” His voice snaps me out of my trance. The curtains open, and Courtney comes flying through, her blonde hair bouncing, eyes wide as she directs people to start walking. all the time.” I can’t take these girls anywhere. Well, those days I think
about all the times I didn’t order a salad or go to the gym like I should’ve. Sixteen I slam the door shut behind me and collapse onto my unmade bed. Slowly, the kiss becomes more urgent, more demanding. I’m the only reason you’re here and you know it,” Chris cuts in, putting the spotlight back on himself. I try to let my emotions simmer. “What?”
She glares back. Don’t you dare stop.” I take a deep breath and lower my volume. You’re better than this. I hold my breath as he slides the straps off my shoulders ever . Page 16 “I don’t know where he went, but he’s not out there.” He hands me my phone, still crack free under its rhinestone covered case. I don’t expect much from her, but you should
know better. No words. “Next date,” I mumble, right on the cusp of sleep. “Please.” I stick out my bottom lip, and although it might seem ridiculous to most, we cannot say no to each other’s pouty faces. It scares me how much, because I did the football thing already, and we all know how it ended. And why would they report my name? I heard it after
I said it.” Gavin’s face flames red. We’ve grown close over the last couple of months, but this is her business, and I’d never expect her to sacrifice one for the other. What the hell, universe? “You had a good game though. Never! Besides, Mrs. Which, as it would turn out, is something I’ll be forever grateful for. “What are you doing here?” “This.” He
puts his hands under my ass, lifts me up, and starts kissing me again. My boyfriend is so dreamy. “Naomi ‘The Best Storyteller’ Harris, got it.” Brynn draws a checkmark in the air in front of her. But I’m not walking in alone. “Did you come with Dre and Naomi?” I was expecting something between a friendly farewell and stay the hell away from me,
but not that. Walking into the coffee shop, the strong smell of coffee is equal parts repulsing and enticing. I don’t want to be a burden.” “Positive. from the same team and everything. and mine . Not all the way, but enough so I can crack open one of my eyes again. Not having my dad nagging me about looking at every aisle, I take longer than I mean
to and when I leave, the sun is long gone. I’m glad he came out where he did and didn’t wait until I was farther from some place to run.” I don’t mention the little detail where I go out of the park the wrong way so I could look at his place. I fell in love with it immediately. Even while I’m laying naked on my bed, he can still make me blush. The football
field’s the only place you’ll ever beat me. “James!” I wave, letting him know I’m ready. Because if you did that, I wouldn’t be standing in front of you right now.” Was that an apology? And by knock, I mean getting in the ring with Mayweather, Tyson, and Ali. So much so, I almost don’t notice it when the DJ says a familiar—and unwelcome—name.
“Those are the numbers from HERS for the last month. “What’s wrong?” Gavin asks, staring. until Chris makes it impossible to ignore. I don’t know what’s going on with him, but I don’t want to keep him waiting long. Naomi ingested copious amounts of alcohol and expelled all my business. I swear if you order a side salad and reach for anything on
my plate, I’ll shank you.” “Are you kidding me? But as it is? Like. “You’re my favorite person too.” The full weight of the alcohol is starting to settle. When I come out in my leggings and running shoes, James isn’t alone anymore. It’s just weird. If we weren’t here to get me around my ex tonight, I would’ve felt bad for her. The alarms are ringing in my
head to get the heck out of dodge. “Too much happened tonight and both of our emotions are running high.” It’s clear he’s hanging on to his restraint by a thread and if I really wanted to break it, I’d be able to . Are you serious right now?” I hiss. “How much?” “It’s covered,” he says at the same moment I pull out my card. “Have you eaten today?” I
watch him as he shakes his head and uses his sleeve as a tissue. “You deserve to be happy too.” She’s crying now. “Since you brought it up. “You did such a phenomenal job putting this all together. The clean, brisk air against my face in contrast to the warmth of Gavin’s hand encasing mine; constant chatter of businessmen and women on their
phones before they start their nine-hour work shift; the hum of the light rail as it passes and the bored faces looking out of the windows. I dated Chris for years before those bitches let me in and Madison dates Chris for what? I would’ve hated to disappoint her.” Beside me, I hear Naomi snort and see Dre shaking with laughter. But when he sees
Gavin next to me, his eyes go wide, and the words die on his lips. But since you said no, I figured it’d be better to tell you in person.” She looks so nervous telling me this, and I feel terrible that she’s been put in this situation. “She’s not worth the effort.” I mean, come on now. My hands, sore from the punch and fall and hitting the door, try once again
and at last, it works. No more athletes. “But as many times as you’ve had my back, I figured it was about time I had yours.” “Shit.” Brynn’s gaze flickers between me and Naomi. I know I had quite a few aspirins last night, but I’m still pretty positive I didn’t imagine the conversation we had where I asked him to step down. The small gesture is like a
bolt of lightning. “Oh. I’m the fuckin’ lowlife?” Of course he only heard the part about him. Then, like watching an ugly caterpillar transform into a beautiful butterfly, her snarl turns into a million-dollar smile, and her posture improves so much, I’m worried I might get taken out by her nipples. He walks slightly in front of me, enough to where he’s
close if I need him, but not so near that I feel overpowered, and guides me into the living room. “I can’t believe you did that to me! I thought you were going to fire me!” “Wasn’t I good? Gavin’s long strides make quick work of closing the distance between us and when he reaches me, his right hand runs through his hair, and he avoids making eye
contact. Nineteen After Gavin mentioned the police, I called right away. When I walk back out, he’s lying in bed, staring at the empty ceiling. You can have a glass before you leave.” She pulls out of my embrace. “No promises because she’s got a fucking attendant who loves her antics.” “Not even god can help you, Pope,” I say once I’ve stopped
laughing. He might’ve been a good guy today, but I’ve been around this life for too long to be tricked. Watching me. “Oops,” I say at the same time Paisley shouts, “I’ll get the broom.” I look at the sparkling shattered glass mixed with the flowers around Brynn’s feet. “Then stop waiting,” I tell him, my voice never wavering, my eyes never leaving his as
he moves his hips forward and connects us. He finishes and looks to me, and a cocky smile—no pun intended—crosses his face as he makes his way back to me. I swear, I was only gone for thirty minutes. “All of our numbers, since I gave you free range of marketing, have . He’s hot, but a giant douchelord, so the balance of the world is in check. He’s
no longer in the doorway, and he’s carefully collecting shards of glass off the floor. The kind that makes you keep your eyes straight ahead, and you don’t look twice at what’s being exchanged during handshakes. With no shirt on. Naomi’s been giving me acting classes the last couple of days so I could pull this off.” Snakes. I jump off of the stool and
kick it to the side, unlocking the door as fast as I can. I knew he was no good. Page 22 He takes a deep breath and sits back on his heels while his gaze travels over every inch of my body. Could I have played it a little cooler? It’s so much better. And I’m not sure most of the fans focus on my pants, but I’m glad you do.” His body is shaking with
laughter as he nudges me with his shoulder. “One down, too many to count to go.” I look at her with wide eyes. Twelve One other small detail Naomi failed to tell me when she convinced me to come to this godforsaken event: I still have to walk in the show. Four weeks from the fashion show. “You know you work at a bar, right? Except after I paid the
bills, I realized I couldn’t afford any more wine. “I know it’s not much, but I wanted to show you how much I appreciate all of the work you’ve put into HERS.” “Are you kidding me? I’m used to his idiocy, but I can sense Gavin’s anger rising with each word coming out of Brian’s mouth. “Really, you kissing me was hot. Sucks, but can you say stalker?
Spreading your legs for anyone who looks your direction.” The acid soaking his words makes me aware that he really believes what he’s saying. “It’s not a threat, it’s a promise. That’s cold.” He reaches for my hand and intertwines our fingers. I knew about glitter and stuff, but not the makeup. If I’m your girlfriend, can I wear your ring?” I attempt to
joke, but as soon as the words leave my mouth, I panic. “By somewhere, she means Courtney Matthews. Half of those women didn’t want me there when I was dating Chris. Fine.” I move to the couch and sit next to her. You know. “Oh you’re kidding! That’s so funny and good to hear. .” She sets her glass next to mine in the most awkward transition
ever. “Let’s hope I can keep this up.” “I got your back. He softly touches his lips to mine and looks directly in my eyes. Walk past Gavin’s house. “I just like listening to you ramble when you get nervous.” “You’re such an asshole. “Okay, so good news or bad news first?” “Bad.” “Shit.” She looks at me over the rim of her glass. Lying to myself again. “I
wasn’t sure how I felt about it when the trade happened, and I’d be lying if I said I was welcomed into the locker room with open arms. It’s not as bad as I feared, still not good . “You fell into my trap!” We’re laughing so hard, my cheeks are sore from smiling and we can barely hear the radio. The players spend the night in hotels, even the night
before home games. But if it makes you feel better, he still likes you. If what you saw today can’t make you be at least a semi-decent person who doesn’t start an argument in front of a room of shaken-up children, wives, and mothers, I already know you’ll beat me. At the very least, a night with your ex calls for a new dress, shoes, and lipstick.” “And
new panties!” Naomi shouts what I’m pretty sure in her head was meant to be a whisper. Did all of these years mean so little to him he doesn’t care about me at all? If they’ll talk with you, they’ll talk about you. Short answer? He knocks on the door at five on the button. I mean, he oversteps a little bit and if my jaw wasn’t so sore and I didn’t dislike
Brian so much, I would’ve told him to back up tonight. My stomach drops to the floor, and my mouth goes dry. Now, I sit next to Naomi, holding her hand, listening to the prayers she repeats, telling her it will be okay—hoping I’m right. When I’m on a roll, I’m on a freakin’ roll. “I’m sorry, but come again?” My cheeks start heating along with the rapid
rise of my heartbeat. We’re also ordering lunch. How are you?” he asks again. “Bitter doesn’t look good on you, sweetie.” Her voice is so high-pitched I wouldn’t be surprised if she has been solicited to lend her voice to a dog-calling app. “It’s just me.” “Holy shit!” I stop and turn around. I’m not insulted. That I’m beautiful not in spite of the flaws I
work so hard to hide, but because of them. You enjoy the cookie-cutter mansions and the wicked wives. But the second it does, I reach to the floor and snatch my phone out of my purse. I usually try to stay away after sunset, but sometimes the need for tacos surpasses self-preservation. “I thought once Chris got to the big leagues, you’d give it a rest.
Ugh. Because if the memories weren’t enough to taunt me, now I have a physical reminder. “What time do you get off?” “I get off at three.” “Then I’ll pick you up at five, if that’s okay with you.” He’s bouncing on his toes and still smiling his wide grin. “I called your name two or three times before I came over here.” He reaches for the backpack I was
willing to abandon. So while one block was covered with million-dollar condos . if that ever actually happened it would only happen once . #NoTakeBacks “He checks the tickets for section 112. A few guys are starting to warm up to me now that we’re winning. I thought they might all attack me, remove my brain, and put it in a jar for Courtney to put
next to the rest of theirs that are no doubt hidden somewhere in her house.” The waiter stops at our table to take our order, but before he gets a chance to speak, Brynn turns to him and says, “She’s in the middle of the best story I’ve ever heard, we need another minute . I watch, enamored, as he stands at the edge of the bed, rolling on the condom.
Now, not only do I have to walk alone, but Courtney put Chris and Ava right in front of me. “Are you kidding me?” “Nope. I hate her, but I’d be a liar if I said she wasn’t super freakin’ hot.” “I’m well aware.” I’m also in the know about her waxing style, but I decide to keep that little tidbit of gossip to myself. Oh my god. I left early, and I told Dre I
might not go back.” “No. Go back. “That was the trainer. I’ve watched enough Lifetime movies to know guys like him get a kick out of scaring people. #TMI “I’m positive.” He leans down and kisses my forehead before straightening and guiding me to his bathroom. Everyone around me is buzzing with anticipation, thrilled with the prospect of having
all eyes on them, even if only for a short time. “I hate it when you’re right.” She throws her phone back in her purse and opens my front door. It’s been four weeks since I’ve talked to Gavin. The third, fourth, fifth, and sixth arrive at my parents’ house during the Mustangs game on Sunday. If I had to guess, it’s an older woman’s guest room, maybe his
mom decorated it for herself. “Me too.” He slides his hand around mine and gives it a gentle squeeze. And if I always respond the way I did to him this morning, I know even a friendly series of text messages could get way out of hand. So it will be a cold day in hell if you think I’ll let you stay at home while Courtney steals all of your credit!” Naomi’s
the most even tempered person I’ve ever known, so to see her all worked up on my behalf has me feeling weirdly honored. intense when I go to games.” I shrug. “What? You don’t walk into my home, imply she’s not only a liar but a groupie, and joke around after she was fucking attacked!” Gavin stops and takes a deep breath. That would all take
energy I no longer have. Since I’m lacking transportation, the fact that my apartment’s right around the corner from the light rail was a huge selling point. Great, I’ll send you the address.” Sure, it’s not like he’s cheating on me—we’re not even an official couple—but he still disrespected me. Shimmy down a drainpipe? Later, Naomi,” he yells before
the door closes behind him. “I’ll stay,” I whisper even though there’s no reason to be quiet . Then kissing me the way you kissed me? “Where’s this kiss?” Wow! I wasn’t prepared for that! And I have no idea why he’s asking, but who am I to deny him? “And then I got punched in the freaking face when I saw the picture of you with the commissioner.”
Page 12 He goes to speak, but I cut him off before he can say anything. you were, were you?” His voice drops, and he wiggles his eyebrows. “Got it. If I were him, I’d shut up because Gavin looks about ready to explode. You gotta hear that first or it won’t work.” I roll onto my back, knocking over the plate holding all the crystals. Oh no. I’ve been
dropped on my ass more times than I’d like to admit. But either way, she’s pissed, and it’s just the distraction I need before Gavin shrugs and pulls me onto the runway with him. “What do you say, Pope?” I point to the giant, four-player game. “I’ll call you before the game tomorrow.” Before the last two away games, he’s called me from the locker
room right before he takes the field. “And if you don’t remember, this Gregory Thomas guy—who has quite the record, by the way—attacked the girlfriend of Denver Mustangs player Chris Alexander. We might not be dating, but I doubt he forgot about my fear of being in front of large crowds. I can’t go down that road . My tiny shoebox apartment
doesn’t have a window this big and that realization is definitely the one to get me up. The urge to cover up I always felt with Chris never comes. And also, he’s super tall and easy to spot. I’m a trivia freak. “James,” I say when I see his head bob and his body sway. Naomi, on the other hand, looks a hot-ass mess. “Oh my god. “You must be Marlee,” he
says from his spot beside James. Until one day she trusted someone she shouldn’t have and they ended up shootin’ up her house and killing her. Trying to shake those dreamy thoughts out of my head, I word vomit all over my living room. The loud music slightly masks the gasps and growls the women make when they see me with Gavin. I roll around
in my comforter and smother my face with my pillow until a few of my wits have returned. I might not like her, but even she seems affected by this. “Are you using Naomi’s extra ticket?” I knew Naomi wasn’t lying, but having Dixie standing in front of me, pretending like she doesn’t know Gavin and I are together, still feels like a slap in the face. But
not because he said so. I didn’t have a clue. If I wasn’t so worried about James right now, I’d run straight into my apartment, lock the doors, and call my dad. She turns to walk away, and for some reason I might never know, I yell after her, “Finish talking later, Court?” Her faltering steps as she sets out to find Kevin is the only clue she heard me.
Nope. “You did! You said, ‘Where’s this kiss?’ and I kissed you.” I might be drunk, but I’m not crazy. I’m halfway down the row when the perfect game comes into view. No thinking, no second guessing. Before Gregory Scumbag Thomas was arrested, my dad was driving me to and from the store, but now that the coast is clear, I grab my little grocery
cart from home and hop on the train. “I don’t know if you’ll like it, but my soap’s in the shower and my lotions are here.” He points to the top cabinet. I’m sure there are women who’d be disappointed not to go on some fancy, expensive date with an NFL quarterback, but I’m not one of them. Sure enough, I have five missed calls and one new message.
Chris doesn’t respond. “I really like you, Gavin. Instead, he laughs right along with me, singing just as out of tune and butchering the lyrics. “What the hell else could’ve happened? “Are you sure?” he asks before he drops his mouth the last inches. Booze: 1. What can I say? He’s as bad of a liar as I am. One second Chris is sitting next to me, grabbing
my arm, and the next I’m free, and he’s standing several feet away from me, nose to nose with Gavin. Do you not see how embarrassing this is for me? still on his knees. We walk the rest of the way to Fresh—the organic-only coffee shop—in total silence, and for the first time in a very long time, I don’t hate it. Her blonde hair is pulled into a topknot on
the crown of her head, and she’s wearing a fitted tee, skinny jeans that are ripped at the knee, and a pair of Converse, and she still manages to look as if she spent all her life roaming the streets of Paris and Milan. We’ll both be here in the morning. “Nay. The kiss becomes more insistent, more demanding. Who needs flowers when their man acts like
you hang the moon? “Where’s your trash can?” “I got it.” I reach across the table to grab his cup, but his large hand covers mine before I can reach it. And me? I’m a little dizzy and still wobbling a bit when Gavin’s hands reach for my waist to help stabilize me. These are amazing!” I think he says, but his face is shoved into my pillow, and I can barely
understand him. “Can you come grab me from Gavin’s? Literally. “I’d love to.” “Damn, Marlee,” TK says. “I’m fine.” I don’t know if it’s his proximity or the shots I took earlier, but I forget everything—and everyone—else. What about me? “Is it time for more?” I ask, really wanting more. “Are you okay?” Gavin opens my freezer and then kneels,
examining my life-threatening injury. We go shopping tomorrow and if I can find something to wear, I’ll go.” Compromise is the key to life. I come to a stop and contemplate whether or not I really want to do this or not. You’re fine.” “Whatever, Pope. “Oh. You liked that, did you?” He bends over and brushes his lips against mine. Hangovers are a valid
excuse to break your diet. When he gets to my bed, instead of climbing in nice and slow like I thought he would, he jumps in next to me, and I’m almost sent flying off the side. She’s one of those effortless beauties you hate because if you walked down the street like that, people would probably give you their change and leftovers. I didn’t even know
they delivered on Sundays. .” She gives me my remote, and I start flipping through the channels until I find the station I’m looking for. His fingertips skate up my legs, dancing and twirling around my thighs, causing goose bumps to follow in their path. Even with his beard, he looks so young. I mean, I wanted you to kiss me, of course. “I’m thinking
you’re going to tell me.” I sit on my hands to prevent them from fidgeting anymore. With one hand on my hip, he holds the bag of frozen corn to my leg. Never mind. “This is why you were never welcomed into the group, Marlee. I’m not ripping this dress and only wearing it once. But thankfully for me, I’m so busy making sure I don’t end up back

home with my parents, I can only think of him when I’m not working . I’m still pissed about our night all those years ago. Not I. “Be honest, did anything even happen tonight or did you make it all up in order to weasel your way in here?” He gives me the same cocky smirk he’s been aiming my way for years. But what I lack in talent, I make up for in
volume and chutzpah. “You win, Paisley. It could be the way my head pounds with so much force, it feels like somebody is punching me. You might be doin’ right by them, but some people ain’t strong enough to do right by you. This is perfect.” I start looking through my clutch trying to find my card, because I’m guessing unopened bottles of wine
aren’t covered by the open bar. It’s sweet. These windows are gigantic. My eyes slam shut, my back curves off of the bed, and my arms fly around his neck, pulling him toward me. Mahler, the over-Botoxed, slightly eccentric wife of the Mustangs’ owner. You better not try to fucking sabotage me because I won’t take you back.” Pretty boy say what?
And why were you talking to Mahler’s wife? “You sure?” he asks, still smiling. Then the news that not only am I not fired, but I’m kicking ass at my job replaces the missing bones with springs and I shoot out of the chair and start jumping along with Brynn. I want to know why the fuck you’re touching my girl, inserting yourself into matters that don’t
concern you.” His girl? “You have to go,” she says plainly. The solid oak door swings open and Gavin’s large form fills the doorway. until I look in the mirror, then I think He’s apologizing. “True.” She raises her glass in the air and we cheers just as our waiter returns. “And when I do, I’m going to gloat all night.” “I’m just happy to hear you still have
dreams, babe.” Oops. “You want to get your hand off me and your arm out of Marlee’s face?” “No. I don’t. But I’ve been thinking this last week that we’ve spent a lot of time together, but never gone on a proper date.” “Aww! That’s so sweet, and he’s super handsome,” says Paisley. But something about this guy has the hairs on the back of my neck
raised high. His tongue glides down my neck, and my legs clench together. “You’re so full of shit. “Gone up.” The tough-as-nails boss facade disappears from her face and she jumps out of her seat, clapping her hands and laughing. You.” I pause to let that sink in. “Fine.” I’ll do this, but not happily. Page 8 “I really wish you were an investment
banker.” Oh no. Obtuse, desperate, and pathetic? No. Fuuuuuuuck no. Amber literally called the florist and told them to do what they wanted. “Miss Marlee.” I don’t know why he calls me Miss Marlee. Page 17 “I think so. “Are you heading out?” Brynn calls from behind the bar. She pulled herself together before she went to see him.” I try to smile at
him, but it comes off more as a grimace. And four years later, I see you again and you’re with that jackass, Alexander—and have been for years! It’s fucked up, Marlee.” “‘It’s fucked up, Marlee’? And since I’m alone, it gives me the opportunity to do something I haven’t done in weeks . I stare at my reflection in the mirror long enough to give myself a
reassuring nod, but not long enough to harp on the dark circles surrounding eyes. “Yup. Chris never grew a beard. I try to use his chest for cover, but it’s shaking too hard to get a firm grip on. “She wouldn’t.” “She would, and she did.” I point down the line to the empty spot behind Chris and Ava. No need for you guys to drive all the way down here
to go right back. .” I start. I sit next to him, watching the fashion and feeling giddy, regardless of all of the death glares being sent my way. I’m a grown-ass woman, not some scared fifteen-year-old trying to get a seat at the cool girl’s table. “What the hell is a Lady Mustang?” Sweet girl, so innocent from the horrors and cattiness of NFL wives. sorry,
Mr. Pope, here are your keys,” the valet attendant says. I do not live in the hood. He only landed one punch before I was able to run,” I respond, my voice shooting up an unnatural octave. I wonder if she’s hiding a mean girl’s thesaurus in her clutch? Let’s go.” I go. I’m trembling so hard I twist the sheet around my fist to anchor myself to the bed. I’m
about to tell him where he can shove his hand, but Gavin beats me to the punch. And it’s the worst because I’m pretty sure my entire body might be blushing right now and Gavin can see my entire body! The only thing I can hide under is Gavin, which is so not optimal, but I go for it anyway because . His hair is short on the sides but longer and
combed back on the top. You’d think after living here all of my life, I wouldn’t fall for Mother Nature’s cruel trick. “Slow down. Why, tequila? Are you trying to ruin my career?” Page 19 “Chris,” I say gently, “I don’t think about you anymore. Most people just lose their filter when they’re drunk, I guess I lose my hearing too. Gavin’s face followed the
blanket, and his gaze hasn’t moved since. “White or red?” he asks me when the bartender approaches us. I don’t know what he wanted. “Yes, s—” Gavin is in the middle of agreeing when I cut him off. I know I’ve been in his bed, but this is different. But, to give her proper credit, she talks so fast and gives such exaggerated hand movements, it really
is like she’s leading a mini Zumba class. “How’s your dad doing? They’ll sell you out every time if it means they can get their next fix.” Fuck. “You’re in so deep.” Tell me something I don’t know. I stick my tongue out at her and point and laugh. Walking with James tonight though, it takes thirty. I can’t get the sight or sounds of Naomi’s whispered
pleas out of my head. I just got punched in the face. But I guess the sight of me is too good for a few to pass up. We can go somewhere else if you want.” Le sigh. Oblivious that I’ve found a partner, Chris turns around, his mouth already open, preparing to, at least I assume, say something to get under my skin. Oops. I clench my sweaty palms into a
fist and throw a quick cross, catching him, and myself, off guard. The scruff on his face is a little bit thicker and a whole lot sexier. “Are you happy, Marlee? He said his back was bothering him?” Page 11 Never mind. “Have a good night, Officer Green.” The formality of our meeting never faded in Gavin’s eyes . What was I thinking? “I’d love to go. He
needs help, not jail. “Damn. A free photo booth is outside of the bathrooms to take pictures with the friends you made inside. “But I’m not done yet.” “Yeah you are.” “No, I’m not.” I fold my arms across my chest and stick out my hip. “He was sending you like, a million flowers a day. “Are you okay?” He was quiet as Brian questioned me, but by the
way he went ramrod straight when I got to the part about the guy’s cheap shot to my face, I know he was bothered by it. You’re never a burden.” He lifts my chin and kisses me. The thought goes through my head again . This thing he has with Gavin is actually pretty adorable . and booze. He nips at my lips and then takes full advantage of my mouth
opening with the gasp I let out. “What guy, Marlee?” I hear him, but I’m not listening. I wonder if this is how Harry Potter felt the first time he heard Voldemort? Gavin must sense my urge to run and before I can go anywhere, my small hand is wrapped up in his large one again. Speaking of Mustangs meetings”—Naomi closes the menu and looks to
me with a sparkle only good gossip can put in her eyes—“did I tell you what happened on Wednesday?” “Oh lord.” I settle on the chicken sandwich and put my menu down. It almost causes me to mourn the last four years of my life that I could’ve spent with him, reveling under his touch, blossoming under his words. I’m glad. “You won’t regret this.” I
know I won’t. He watches me, hands clenched by his sides, as if my yoga pants and tank are the sexiest thing he’s ever seen. We’re waiting for the valet to bring Gavin’s truck around, and it feels like the fresh Colorado air has increased my alcohol level from drunk to trashed . “Yes!” He hugs me tight and kisses me on the cheek before putting me
back on the ground. #NotAshamed “You watch Jeopardy!?” I toss a throw pillow at his head. You worked harder than all of those bitches combined. So they’re all staring at me like I’m the enemy intruder until Courtney bangs that stupid glitter gavel on the table and all at once their heads swivel toward her like good little soldiers, and she starts the
meeting. Gavin’s having an amazing game, the people around us are awesome, and the weather is surprisingly warm for it almost being December. “Well, well, well,” Brynn says when she sees me. “Thanks. “Marlee, it’s too cold to go ice skating.” He’s not going down without a struggle. Last week’s meeting was akin to torture. They’re down by two
touchdowns and getting desperate to put some points on the board. I don’t slow to make the turn into his walkway and my feet slip from beneath me, causing my hip to collide full force with the cement. I’m going to change.” When he doesn’t try to call me back, I hurry upstairs and stay there until I hear the doorbell ring and my dad’s unmistakable
voice carry through the house. “Kiss me? “Do you want more ice?” “I’m okay. “Why’d you even ask me then?” I climb to my knees and crawl around the floor, collecting all the rogue bling. “I’ll let him know.” He glances around my messy, nail polish smelling, crystal covered apartment and when he looks back at me, his eyes are dancing with laughter.
“And I say this with love, girl, if Chris brings Ava, you’re gonna wanna feel sexy. When I have Gavin Pope again, I’m going to want it in prime working condition. Going to the fashion show. Before I know what’s happening, the bright lights hit me. The road to hell is paved with good intentions. Five minutes after that, when Dre is still motionless,
players from both teams meet in the middle of the field, hold hands, and begin to pray. And for the cherry on top, since I don’t have a car and Gregory is at large, I had to call my dad to come pick me up! Like I’m in freaking middle school again. “You’re still coming to the fashion show, right?” I mean . “Yes, Marlee.” His becomes voice even deeper,
gravelly even, and I know he’s on the edge right next to me, waiting for me to fall so he can follow. “Mention what? I promise. “Of course.” Brian turns back to me, his gentle tone a stark contrast to his pursed lips and narrowed eyes. And they let her in? “That kiss,” he says matter-of-factly. “You okay?” His quiet voice holds unhidden concern. The
rasp in your voice is making it even harder.” His words make me hyperaware of the bulge pressed against me and I unintentionally . Gavin’s going to be coming over more and I hate eating out all the time, especially now that I work at a restaurant, so I try to keep my kitchen stocked. You did a wonderful job. Since you’re awake, do you wanna grab
breakfast?” Do I want to eat breakfast with this perfect specimen? We have wine here. some were not. But I don’t. Gavin, however, still wakes up at the ass crack of dawn. and still hot. “You walk into the locker room like you’re god’s gift, changing plays, cutting my routes. Now I don’t know if we’re still fighting or if I get to kiss you yet.” Wait . “I’ll
understand if you say no, I just . It would’ve been embarrassing to have to explain why I have a duffel bag with my stuff in it if you said no.” He points to the bag I didn’t even notice under my feet. I’m sorry I took so long to answer the door.” “I wouldn’t have opened the door at all if somebody was banging on my door like that this late at night.” I try
to reassure him, but my words come out weak and unconvincing. “I love being your girlfriend.” And the vibrations from his quiet laughter between my legs only make me like it that much more. I know it’s rude to keep a guest waiting, but it’s also rude for said guest to get me all worked up in my frickin’ kitchen. She managed to escape and run to
Pope’s downtown residence for help. I’m pretty sure I have about a foot and sixty pounds on that guy.” “Oh my god. I hate cooking and if I wasn’t pretending so hard to be an adult, I’d go over there every night. She shows up twenty minutes late with oversized sunglasses, a large coffee, and Advil on hand to help with the hangover she’s nursing. It’s
just Gavin seems to disarm me more and more every second I’m around him. Naomi always cries when she gets drunk. “Are you free tomorrow?” he asks but starts talking again before I can answer. I’d really do well to remember that in the future. I know she said she was sad, but it sounds a lot like gloating to me. Showers aren’t much fun when the
water pressure hurts your bruised back, face, and ass. Nice to see you outside of emails and with clothes on.” Correction, kind of with clothes on. Naomi’s right. I’ve been sitting in his section for years. Ten Naomi is sloshed. Then I made a spreadsheet to determine which bills I could cut in order to provide the necessary amount of wine and in the
end, wondered if shelter is really necessary. “Oh shit, girl. Go call Nay and tell her how convincing my performance was.” “Ten-four, Boss-Lady.” I salute. beggars can’t be choosers. You cannot just move across town, throw me to the wolves, and disappear. I need wine.” I ignore his question. “But she just texted me the other day.” “Yeah, on Tuesday
to see if you wanted to grab lunch.” I run the days back through my head and almost—but don’t—cry when I realize she’s right. Bet he’s going to be very thankful his teammate was around when she needed him.” “So true. Also made clear, Gavin has about as many fucks to give as I do when it comes to people liking me. If you ever want a ball thrown
your way again, I suggest you lose her number, because if I ever hear you say the shit you said to her again, I will end your fucking career.” Are you kidding me? Instead of a shoe shine, there’s a paint touch-up for manicures. “Your place sounds great.” “Yeah?” Shit. Because we could all see who you really are. It’s not every day I wake up in Gavin
Pope’s house. Hell, I don’t even know where I’m running until I reach Gavin’s house. Karma’s a bitch. “Me,” Gavin says just as I verify his identity. but it for sure could’ve been worse. It just—” My sentence falls away and a gasp takes its place. “Please tell me you did not just say that!” “Yeah . He leans toward me and pulls my headphones out of my
ears. Quick, like ripping off a bandage. I hate football players.” “You don’t hate football players. “What were you doing that you couldn’t hear me?” “I was thinking about what to text you.” “Ooh . “Whatever. His mouth twists into a sardonic smile as he watches my fear turn into panic. He turns me into the giddy little girl I was in high school, before I
fell for the hot football player who led me down a road of lies and betrayal. What the hell is going on?” I doubt she was supposed to tell me about Chris’s new flavor of the week going to the game, but once it’s out, it can’t be shoved back in. GAVIN!” My eyes clench shut, and a light so bright explodes from behind my eyelids, I worry I might be dead.
“He really is, Andrea. I wanted him to say yes, but I thought he’d say no. He could maybe do with a shave, but the scruff on his chin looks so delicious, all I want to do is lick him to see what it feels like under my tongue. My breathing is still ragged and each inhale causes the burn in my chest to go a little deeper. Uber?” “Are you asking me or telling
me?” How he’s so proper in the middle of pure chaos is throwing me off. Also, because as entertaining as his reaction to my wiggling is, my whole body hurts. and let’s face it, it’s going to be a complete shit show. Would you want to get sent into battle without proper intel first? “You leave me and run to that arrogant bastard? Well, maybe I knew, but
pretended not to.” My eyes won’t open, and my mouth won’t close. Here are some things for you to sleep in and if you wait a second, I’ll grab some towels. “Sorry about that. I’m awed by a grown man cleaning up after himself. The football memorabilia that outed Gavin as a football player years ago is scattered around the room. Isn’t that what you
just said? “I mean, obviously I don’t know your mom so I can’t love her, but I love—no. And what’s wrong with a small indulgence before I turn my apartment into a Jesus-only convent? This damn girl’s gonna put me in an early grave,” Dad says to nobody and everybody. My conversation skills are on point. Numbers have always eluded me, and right
now I feel like I’m looking at Russian. “Marlee.” He says my name gently as he closes the distance between the two of us. “No.” The blush was fading, but at his answer, it returns full force. When I open it, on the other side is Gavin, standing there in his Mustangs sweatpants and sweatshirt, holding a large vanilla latte and a croissant. of course I don’t
need a ring from you. and tastes . Touch. Add adorable to his list of charming traits. “Did I pass the test? I’ll tell Dre he’s got two dates. Plus, pretty undies make you feel sexy even if nobody else sees them.” She locks her eyes with mine and places her hand on my shoulder. His eyes drift between me and Gavin, while his mouth sputters like a fish out
of water. You don’t want to wait out here, do you?” “Aren’t you the sweetest.” I hug him a little tighter. My hands find their favorite position at the back of his head, his hair like silk under my fingers, and pull his face to mine. Harris.” “Appreciated.” She stands and walks the three feet to my kitchen and grabs a pop out of the fridge. “Touch me,
please,” I beg, my body crying out for more. “I just moved in, and yesterday was a little insane, so you’ll have to excuse the mess,” I warn him before I open the door. How long did it take you to figure out the exact location the bed needs to be in for maximum discomfort?” If he was a real genius, he would’ve moved into a shoebox like mine and there
would be no room for visitors. But I didn’t ask you to.” The cab of his truck is too dark, and his face is only lit by the lights of his dashboard, so I can’t tell if he’s joking or not. Thank god, because I still can’t talk. When I come back to the couch, he’s sitting there looking both amused and curious. “Okay.” Brynn looks back to Naomi when he walks
away. I’m going to need every little bit of sexiness I can manage. It’s such an innocent gesture for the big quarterback across from me and it’s disarming. Framed jerseys, pictures of him throughout his entire career—spanning from high school until now—are littered on the dresser and hung haphazardly on the aqua walls. I might not be as desperate
as Courtney to be in Mrs. “No. That’d be stupid.” I grab my pillow from under my head. Except her face is filled with horror and mine with excitement. If she doesn’t tell me the bad news fast, there’s a high probability I’ll be a puddle of tears all over the brand-new rug under her desk. even though I’ll never admit it. You want embarrassing? I
stretched my budget to the max at the mall today, and there’s a good chance my card might be declined. I don’t even get the chance to beg for more before he’s taking advantage of my position and making easy work of undoing the clasp of my bra. Your husband lacks the integrity and leadership it takes to have a winning team.” He turns his back on
her and completely blocks her from my vision. I was listening to music and the light got crazy when I was almost out of the park. Brynn had to close HERS and she’s opening tomorrow so she couldn’t come, and . Chris used to try and turn up the music until it drowned me out or he would get pissed because I “ruined another good fuckin’ song.” Gavin
doesn’t do either. Some days I’m able to bribe him with a latte to keep me company on my walk to get coffee, and he tells me all about what it was like living here in the eighties.” I imagine we have matching expressions, both eyes wide and mouths dropped open. Please.” Good news for us, he’s had heart eyes for Brynn since the second we walked in,
and he not-so-discreetly whispered to the hostess to seat us in his section, so instead of being insulted and maybe spitting in our food, he’s just happy he heard Brynn’s voice. “Yeah, I think I can find you something,” he says like he’s in on some joke I’m not aware of. “I tell the best stories . We make it back to my place in under ten minutes. “You even
manage to look gorgeous in my old clothes.” He’s so quiet, I doubt he even realizes the words came out. I know I should speed up and get the hell out, but I do the opposite. And I know I kissed him last night, but I was drunk! My armor is made of a special material that loses all hardness when doused in alcohol. “Enjoy driving around in your giant
earth killer, but don’t come complaining to me when gas shoots back up to five dollars a gallon and I’m just chillin’ with my fifty-eight miles per gallon.” “Hey now. “I’ll be right back.” “Thanks.” I walk as fast as I can without it looking like I’m running. “You don’t fight fair, Pope.” I can’t prevent the way my bottom lip pokes out. Because Naomi felt
guilty for being the bearer of shit news, we walk in together, Naomi wearing Mustangs gear for the first time ever. The second we enter the building, I run smack-dab into Mrs. You have the bed perfectly in line with the morning sun.” He smiles a sly grin. “Holy shit,” I whisper to the ceiling. I was the lead in my high school’s plays four years in a row.
Now that I know you need to, I’ll step back. It seems as though having the big house and fancy cars aren’t enough for some people. I could only let him send flowers to my house and work so many times before I gave the poor guy a break.” “Well aren’t you lucky? You’re going to ask Marlee what you need to ask her to get the report. I pull out of his
arms and put my coffee cup to my lips, not taking it away until I’ve finished it. “You’re searching for something to wear? It pops back out and the edge nails me in the shin. “She said she thinks you lied about the attack just so you could have a chance to sink your claws into Gavin. “I know we both have work tomorrow, but one night in bed with you
and you already have me addicted.” “Of course you can. Can’t you just see them on the street with Kangol hats and a boom box on their shoulder?” Clearly she can’t or she just doesn’t try because her horrified expression never falters. four weeks to be exact. Nothing pisses me off more. Once at the train platform, I park my cart of groceries next to
me and sit on one of the empty benches. Sorry. So hearing Naomi say her smokin’ hot superstar hubby thinks I’m a hottie doesn’t go unappreciated. All Courtney did was use the same caterer we’ve always used. Page 2 “It’s not that I don’t appreciate your passion, because trust me, I’m totally living for it right now. It’s only a fifteen-minute walk from
my house . Today was fun. And in Naomi’s terms . He’s part of the character.” “You know his name? “It’s just you, me, and Pac-Man in there tonight.” Gavin’s so laid-back and easygoing, it’s not hard for me to forget he’s loaded, and a date with him could include renting out Denver’s most popular hipster arcade. “With alcohol.” Because after the way
this night has played out, I have no right to be picky. I feel more vulnerable with him than I ever did with Chris. But I’m going to try and show her how much with the best night ever. Courtney spots me across the room and walks over with her big-boobed, Botoxed soldiers following close behind. “Mr. Pope to the rescue again—” I turn to offer him a
drink, but when I face him, the only thing going through my head are thoughts about how fine this man is. “Why wouldn’t I be serious?” “You lied to me. “What are you doing here, Marlee? I was so damn happy to have taken a huge step in moving on from Chris only to wake up alone and find out the guy I was with lied to me.” “Fuck.” The accusing
tone he was using with me is gone and in its place is one filled with regret. “Where do you think?” His eyebrows go up and his head shoots back. “How do you not have curtains or anything? “So there will be more dates, you’re saying. I know you think your boxing classes have made you invincible, but they haven’t.” “Yes, I know his name. hours? We’ll
be right back with the weather,” she says to the camera, her pearly whites gleaming beneath her tan. It could’ve been so much worse. “Okay.” He nods. I found the owner that night and offered to help build her website, do designs for ads—anything she needed, I was her girl. okay . “Do you need me to walk you down?” “No. Thank you, but I need to
be alone for a minute. I’m a crappy liar. “Not at all. “Will you walk with me? He looks ridiculous, but I’d still totally do him. I’m so glad you like my work and that the crowd is even bigger than I anticipated,” I say, and I’m not lying. You can call me Mr. Pope. Take me home, Pope,” I say. I can’t imagine there’s any place I wouldn’t follow him. And every
time I’m around you, I catch myself falling into the same trap. After Naomi is gone, the stretcher races off the field with Dre in a neck brace, and as they’re headed off, the stadium roars to life when he raises his hand to the crowd. And, of course, I’m stuck staring at my ex-boyfriend’s hand plastered on the ass of the woman he cheated on me with.
When it’s hot, the humidity chokes you, and when it’s cold, it chokes you. So kill me.” “Do me a favor, try not to start any fights when you come to the game. Not only is Gavin Pope saving the day every Sunday, now he’s proving to be a hero off the field too,” the perfect redhead next to him says. My fight-or-flight instincts finally kick in. What the fuck
happened?” I’ve been so focused on myself, I didn’t even notice how his posture has changed from relaxed to tight and alert. Let’s talk.” Page 7 Say what now? A slowed metabolism. He takes our food and coffees from the barista and gestures toward the door. “I know, right! It was so good!” Naomi falls back into her seat as if she just finished running
a marathon. Not a ring, ring. Is he insane? I couldn’t believe it either when she showed up at the meeting on Wednesday.” “WHAT!” I don’t know if I want to laugh or cry. We have time.” Page 18 “Okay.” I give in but only because time with Gavin might be the only thing better than being in bed with him. And you call yourself a competitor.” What? He
looks to be about my age, his blonde hair cut down to a low buzz cut, and he’s wearing a gray, short-sleeve button up shirt that, if I had to guess, I’d say was a nice shade of blue in its prime. His story makes so much more sense now. As the park exit near Gavin’s house comes into view, the knots in my stomach ease and I stand a little taller. my .
“What’s the fucking point of that?” “You’re the strangest person I know,” she says without a hint of a smile. First, that was a fantastic metaphor. When I first started looking—as in the day after I moved in; living with my parents was not an option—I was hoping for a little apartment in a super trendy area downtown. This isn’t much? Kiss you.” He
closes the distance separating us in two quick strides. We’re going to lose sponsors and money because you couldn’t just stay at home and mind your own business.” She stops and moves her narrowed eyes toward Gavin. I wasn’t my best with him. Let’s put the shirt back there as soon as we come back.” I blush scarlet, and he kisses me on the cheek
and turns to leave. “Why wouldn’t I be?” “Because you asked me last night to let you fight your own battles and I just did it again.” He’s quiet when he answers, and I can tell he regrets what he did, but I’m having a hard time caring. The point is someone should’ve repeated this to me before I skipped down the street, whistling rap songs. I start to
type out a response, but before I hit send I remember my promise and delete it, hoping he’s not watching the bubbles of a response disappear into never-never land. But when you know you aren’t fired and your boss hands you an envelope while bowing, you get excited. No invite for me?” Hell no. What did I ever see in him? He was telling me he’ll see
me later. reluctant even. He’s walking away when I remember one very important detail and yell after him, “Make sure it’s a twist lid!” “A twist lid bottle of wine? I open the door to what I’m praying is the bathroom and for once it seems like G-O-D is listening to me. Courtney’s eyes widen with surprise—her forehead still doesn’t move—and it’s clear
to anyone around us she approached us looking for another fight. or hours, my breathing slows, and my body stops trembling. Totally, completely A-okay.” When I’m finished rambling, his grin is no longer crooked, now it’s full-blown cocky . “If drunk is what you want, drunk is what you’ll be. He doesn’t even answer, he just looks at me from beneath
his lashes and unclasps my bra at the very same moment his fingers find proof of how turned on I am. “You’re so full of shit! I beat you fair and square and you know it.” “I do not.” He shakes his head. Tequila goes well with gossip, but I have to admit, I’m a little nervous about what our shirts are going to look like. “I forgot about them.” I try to pull
myself back together. She dumped him for an NBA player, said a football player’s life is ‘too unpredictable’ for her.” She uses air quotes. “Okay. Between her and her husband, they have connections I could never even dream of. “Oh that’s right. “Fuck, babe.” Gavin kisses his way up to my face. The charge of electricity shooting through our bodies,
the crackling energy surrounding us, the sparks that fly with every look, every touch, every kiss after. “I talked to Dre today. Like I’m the one who gave her stolen jewelry. It. Is. Glorious. I needed a good luck kiss before I went to bed.” He leans in for a quick kiss. HERS is the most badass twist on an old gentleman’s club. Thankfully, I called my mom
and dad and filled them in this morning before Channel 7 was able to, but there are many people I didn’t tell and I have a feeling they will all be much more interested in a certain blue-eyed, bearded quarterback than my brush with danger. “I knew it. My mom always tells me that. “But really good.” Because let’s be honest, we’re friends for a reason,
and I would’ve done the exact same thing if I was in her position. Find me later, I’ll buy you a drink.” When Brynn was doing my makeup before I came, we ran over lots of different scenarios in my head. Both of us feel it. Just that small gesture causes lightning to zap my core awake. “Coffee would be great.” Wine would be better, but a clear head is
probably necessary for this part. “Come sit down.” He stands and helps me off of the floor. I’m terrified of birds and their evil, beady eyes and razor-sharp beaks waiting to peck me to death. I wonder what the odds of that are?” All right, enough of this shit. * * * • • • SIPPING MY ICED coffee and tapping my foot at the Nordstrom entrance, I check
the time on my phone again. I’m right here! Is this stomp on Marlee night? His eyes widen with either shock or respect, I’m not sure which, and I don’t wait around to see. “Marlee, I got it.” He rests his hand on my leg beneath the comforter, a very effective stop to the onslaught of rambling coming out of my mouth. “Did you just call me Seacrest?
The sensation of the ground being pulled from under your feet while you’re left scrambling to find anything to grab on to before your ass meets the floor in the most embarrassing way? It’s small, but I love it so far.” I grab the coffees from him and bring them to the tiny, two-person Ikea table I (fine! My dad) put together the other day. “You’re
welcome. I wash my face the best I can with hot water and a washcloth. I’ll give it to Courtney though. “I can get something while you call the police.” Shit. I know you think you hang the stars and the moon and are god’s gift to women, but you aren’t. Good news for me though, my nipples decided to remain in hiding. Nobody in the Lady Mustangs
would dare steal the spotlight by, say, using a glittered gavel or making sure they’re the only one to talk at events or for publicity interviews.” I glance at the time on my phone. Instead, he pulls a play out of Ava’s playbook and gives me a dirty look instead of Gavin. Anyways . “Because you’re just, like, so amazing and you deserve to be happy.” Page 3
Naomi squeezes me tighter. Maturity isn’t my strong point. “Hey!” I kiss him when the door opens all the way. Mahler’s good graces, but I’d be insane if I said I’m not over-the-moon thrilled for her to like me and my work. I lay there unflinchingly, feeling the heat of his gaze as it moves up my legs. You thought we weren’t going to get in on that
action?” “Jerks.” I shake my head and walk away before my smile breaks free again. Which sucks. It’s a weird thing to get worked up over, but insulting my car is the equivalent of insulting the children I may have one day in the very distant future. They’re dating now.” “What the hell? Getting your good deeds in for the day?” Even his voice makes me
want to retreat. “Oooh . “I’m not sure if I’ve told you lately, but I love you,” I say. #FriendshipRule183 “I know.” She looks at me. And if I’m not mistaken, which I’m not, they have flipped the script on me and all the sly looks and evil laughter are now being sent my way. The only way they can feel good about themselves is if they squash others around
them. And I want you at the games. “Come here,” I whisper, feeling a confidence and a boldness I’ve never felt before. “You really didn’t need to do that, I can pay.” Which might be a lie. Four weeks since we made out like teenagers and dry humped on my couch. I was heading there when I saw you pushing your old lady corral.” He wraps his arm
around me, pulling my freezing body into his warm one. “Oh yeah,” he responds while reaching in his pants’ pocket and pulling a condom out of his wallet. I’m sitting there looking at them like they’re crazy and say, ‘Pretty sure Dorothy never said that, maybe it was the brainless scarecrow.’ Like freaking Mean Girls robots, they all stop laughing at
the exact same time and aim their red, glowing eyes my way. Either way? “I mean, of course you can. The bun I threw my hair in this morning has started to unravel and Gavin takes full advantage, wrapping the loose strands around his hand and pulling to give himself full access to my neck. “Ready to go, James?” James struggles to stand and I want
to go help him up, but the guy I’m pretty sure might moonlight as a serial killer is in my way. I called her last night and bribed her with the promise of my company. “So, what do you say, Miss Harper? Because sweet lawd, he’s fine. Then I thought I wouldn’t have to walk at all. “Where was I? He wasn’t waving to say good-bye. This was like ripping out
stitches before they were ready to come out. Having her next to me, embracing me, encouraging me, means more than she’ll ever know. And that’s as much yo fault as theirs.” Kind of a downer story during tacos, but . Where’s the garbage?” “Under the sink.” I point into the kitchen. She hates hugs, something I have a tendency to forget until she acts
like I’m trying to start a wrestling death match. “Besides my mom, you’re probably the only person in the world who does.” “Because everyone else would miss their superstar quarterback in his super-hot pants throwing the ball every Sunday?” Sober me hates drunk me so hard right now. Page 21 I can’t look away as every last trace of his pouty loser
face (yes, that’s what I call it) disappears and a shit-eating grin takes its place. I see the way his quads and hamstrings flex with every step he takes and nearly have to wipe the drool from my face. I turn around slowly, praying I’m wrong, but knowing I’m right, and look into the eyes of the last person I wanted to see. When Courtney’s voice comes
over the speakers as she welcomes everyone to the fashion show, I run to the back of the line where the single players are paired together and find Gavin. “It’s okay to be upset and thinking about our friends. You can’t win them all. “It’s Gavin’s PR chick, Madison. I’m living my life and you won’t believe this, but my decisions have nothing to do with
you. Now, any other time in my life this would be fine. “I’ll get you next time.” He stops talking and checks his rearview mirror as he reverses out of the parking spot. “I’m fine. He pulls his mouth away from mine, and I almost whine in protest. I swear to god, him looking at me and smiling like that? “Your mom is amazing.” The second the words fall
out of my mouth, I’m there with a spoon trying to shovel them back in. I’m gonna need some armor to brave fluorescent lights and extra-large mirrors.” “Let’s just get this show on the road and lower our voices while we do it.” Naomi grabs her head. With Gregory still on the loose, I haven’t felt comfortable going back to my apartment, so Gavin gets
to pick me up from my parents’. Which is really too bad, because if this is just the beginning of my night, I’m going to need a lot more liquid courage than I had anticipated. I make sure my bright smile is secure on my face before turning to her. This is stupid. Brynn shifts from foot to foot and struggles to maintain eye contact. Tacos are life. “I hope
you still have fun tonight.” “You don’t stand a chance! Did you forget who I am?” #InfamousLastWords Twenty-two “Stop pouting.” I slap Gavin’s thigh when he gets settled in the driver’s seat. ‘Wives, if you haven’t already heard, we’re finally back to the way we’re meant to be. never mind. I’m expecting to see Naomi’s name on the screen, but as
luck would have it (because I have no luck) Chris’s name flashes on my phone. “Five is perfect.” I try to bite back my smile, but I’m not successful. “Can you be serious for one minute, please?” she asks, and I can tell by her tone she means it. The rest of the day passes like my days normally do. “Oh. Thanks.” Why is he thoughtful? After a little whining
and taunting on my behalf, he finally gave it his all. The cause is good, but somewhere it went a little haywire.” Naomi fills her in. I was totally using Nay’s, but only because Gavin’s tickets weren’t in section 112 and do I look like a traitor? I had managed to keep my eyes ahead, but the thought that Gavin might not be home makes me turn to see if my
attacker is still there. Gavin turns the radio down when the music starts playing again, but doesn’t say anything and neither do I. I’m so close, I can almost feel the leather barstools sticking to my thighs under my too-short dress, when a cold, strong hand grabs my wrist and stops me in my tracks. The only reason I agreed to do this before was
because Chris was going to be next to me, being his normal, obnoxious, spotlight-loving self, and I was going to float down the runway beside him and nobody was going to notice me. They’re all stunning—some kept the integrity of the neighborhood in mind and simply remodeled, others are Mediterranean with clay roof tiles, but my favorites have
always been the modern ones. “So . I don’t even have the strength to let out a sigh of relief when he walks back through his front door, safe and with my phone in his hand. Thankfully, she’s fine and hopefully, with Thomas now in custody, she’ll be able to rest a little better tonight.” Holy shit. He sounds genuine, and I have to admit, I’m surprised.
“Joke’s definitely on him.” And thankfully, before I can say anything else, I fall asleep in the passenger’s seat of Gavin Pope’s truck. and I still haven’t cracked open my wine. “Nice. But all that smile does is draw my attention to the deep V at the top of his full lips, which acts as an arrow to the almost hidden dimple in his chin. “I can’t believe you live
here.” I slap Gavin’s arm. “Marlee.” Gavin pulls me back to the present. I make quick work of showering. I only kept her around for appearances, but if you really want a go at her, we can compare notes later.” First? Throughout the entire meeting, every time she’d mention anything about the advertising or funds raised, I’d call out, ‘Marlee got so
many donations,’ or, ‘Didn’t Marlee do a great job on the design?’ Basically, I just mentioned your name at every opportunity I could find. She’s not saying a word and I’m going over every promotion, every email, hell, every drink I’ve made in the last few weeks, trying to figure out what I could’ve done wrong. I think it’s stupid, but I guess it’s so the
coaches can keep tabs on the grown men they’re paying millions of dollars to catch a ball. And rent. I’m also going to the fashion show. “But have you seen the man? “That was real smooth, Mr. Pope,” I whisper when we’ve put enough distance between us and our hipster host. I hate the saying. Do you not want to say anything now that Chris has a
girlfriend with class?” She points to Madison who, once I look at her, lets her disapproving gaze travel down my body. So, she came . But at night, the crowd becomes less savory. “Me too.” He reaches for my hand, but instead of lacing our fingers the way I love so much, he traces his fingers lightly over the darkening bruises. “You know, as amazing
as a person I’ve never met could be. brush my teeth again. When we were together before, everything we did was covered in lies. Totally sane. Catching two player’s eyes . Crap. When will I learn? Goose bumps break out all over my body as I wait for any hint of contact. A result show for some singing competition? If they think it will bring in viewers,
they will broadcast your pain loud and clear.” “This isn’t good.” And as if to confirm my words, both of our phones ring. “You taste even better than I dreamed.” He kisses me. “If you sing everything like we are living in a musical, I’ll double your pay.” Suffice to say, I’m not the most talented singer in the world. “I didn’t think you would wake up before
I got back. The profits, the traffic to our website, number of reviews, everything since you took charge of marketing.” She turns her computer back toward her and focuses on the screen again. I have no control over the way my jaw goes slack as every other inch of my body tightens until an orgasm so intense—I’m positive no other woman on the
planet has felt anything like it—rips through my body and my eyes slam shut. “I almost forgot you have two jobs. I hate Naomi for bringing Ava up and at the same time I want to kiss her. A scream rips out of my throat, probably pushed out from my heart trying to escape with it. Petty isn’t a good look.” I look over to Naomi, who’s biting her lip so
hard, I’m surprised she’s not bleeding. “Ready to go to our seats?” “Yup,” she says. Because I know I didn’t include that in any of the promotions I designed. “I’m always on board for that!” “You’re going to be the best mom because you give a fantastic freaking guilt trip.” “I know. You were right to be pissed. “Makes sense, even though it does get
super freaking hot. If he had, he’d be looking much more sympathetic and handing me a bottle of Patron. “I know. Gavin squeezes my hand and whispers in my ear. Immaturity runs in the family. I try my hardest to wrangle my wild hair into a bun and when I look at the finished product, I finally understand what Churchill meant when he said,
“Sometimes your best isn’t good enough.” After Gavin yells that he found a sweatshirt and a pair of flip-flops his mom left behind, I take one last glance in the mirror and the sound of a train’s horn blares in my head. I could think of worse ways to go. Mahler was so happy I made this event such a huge success. What’s the point of the fabric if I can
still see your underwear? “I’m sure it’s fine.” I walk in, flip on the light switch, and as luck would have it, he’s right. “Uh-huh,” is my well-thought-out response. After I drop the cup in my tiny can, I close the cabinet door with more force than necessary. Just as we’re taking our final bites, James asks me to walk with him in the park. It’s the perfect size
for me, but now, with Gavin on the other side, I feel like I bought dollhouse furniture and Gavin’s a giant about to crush it all. You don’t have to be afraid of me. Gavin Pope’s my boyfriend. The least you could do after abandoning me is come to the fashion show.” I wonder how much she paid for my ticket when she booked this guilt trip. “Can you
please try to understand what I felt like in your apartment that morning? You’re the only one who did any actual work.” “You speak the truth, continue.” I wave her on. “What’s going on?” He watches me as I lower my sore self back into my spot, and I don’t miss the way his jaw tightens. “Stay the night.” He startles me out of my thoughts by speaking
them out loud. You get it. “I think I’m the one who needs to be drunk for this, but sure.” I’m lying on the floor, my face only inches away from my shirt as I drop the bling onto the glue. I don’t know if it’s because it’s been a little while since I’ve seen him, but something seems off. “Tell me what you want,” he says again. “I mean, you know what I
mean. You must have me confused with another girlfriend who dumped you, because the one you’re talking to right now has no interest in ever getting back together with you.” I turn to Ava and look to her hand. Her.” Gavin whispers so low, it’s a miracle I can hear him over the music. Three hours, one dress, one matching bra and panty set, two
pairs of shoes, three shades of red lipstick, and a necklace later, I’m broke. On the field, Dre lays motionless on the green grass. So stop whining and let’s get the rest of my bags. “I am, but don’t tell anybody,” he whispers even though we’re alone. Is she going to be driving Honey-Blossom?” “Oh sweetie.” She squeezes my leg. I wonder if this is the
struggle all of Chris’s girls felt? “You good on your own for a sec?” “I’ll be fine.” Paisley smiles from behind the clipboard. It wasn’t enough for an apartment and a gently used car. My mom claimed this room as hers, and I needed a way that wasn’t too obvious to keep her from getting too comfortable.” “I don’t know if I think you’re a horrible son or
an evil genius. Say what you want about me. If you would’ve said yes, I would’ve told you sooner. “But I kinda like it, and I think I’m pretty good at it too.” “You’re all right,” I say and feel the first signs of a smile since I heard the collision of helmets an hour ago. For each question, we bet like they do. I guess caffeine is going to have to do the trick. I
think she just called me a pig in heat! “I wasn’t looking.” I make a mental note to tell Gavin about this later. “Oh. And also, if somehow you do manage to win? “Miss Harper, can you please tell me what happened tonight?” “Well . Now when she comes she’s always saying how the elevation makes it seem so much hotter.” His smile never changes when
he talks about his mom. But now, next to him, under his comforter, wearing his clothes and smelling of his soap, it’s different. But when a shirtless Adonis is on his knees between your legs, words aren’t necessary. “As soon as she hit the gavel for the final time, I paid my bill, stood up, and said, ‘See you next Tuesday, Court. And she’s smiling! What a
sneaky—but talented—asshole. The only thing I manage to do is sigh. The slight ache on my scalp only intensifies the yearning between my legs. I hoped I’d be able to talk to you rather than leaving this in a message, but since I’ve called four times without an answer and this is bound to get out in the press shortly, I guess this will have to do. I
remember when Chris gave it to me for Valentine’s Day a couple years back. I was supposed to walk with Chris, but you know what happened there. “Don’t try and pick up my techniques to use on me.” “Please.” I roll my eyes. But as I calm down, memories from the night before rush into my mind. I let go and my body, still loose from earlier, rewards
me with an orgasm so powerful that when I scream out, there is no sound. .” He says that terrifying sentence and then stops. And everyone’s laughing at her like she’s on Saturday Night Live or something. I’m not sure. When he sees I’ve turned to him, he waves and walks away. “Now I need to get drunk since you’ve made me jealous of your friend
James while I’m stuck with Courtney and Amber.” I lock my door and follow her down the staircase. Oh my god! A million times YES! “I’m not sure. If I make it out alive. “I did. “My head feels like it might explode, and your giant window was trying to roast me, otherwise I would be.” I regret my snarkiness because, from what I can remember, he was
amazing to me, but I don’t know what to say. Screw you, Alexander. Still as can be. It’s too small. When you see her at the games with me, don’t even look her way.” He pauses and even from this far away, I can vaguely hear Chris yelling on the other end. Gavin doesn’t care though. “They’re amazing?” I repeat when he rolls back over to make sure I
heard him right. Naomi was a mess, but you know her. “I love these places! They’re waaaay out of my price range, but so effing cool. I shoot to my feet, fully intending to give Chris a piece of my mind. Page 5 “Oh, sweetie,” I mimic her. All of the anger I’ve been suppressing these past two weeks makes a sudden reappearance. The kiss that was so
good, just thinking about it makes my toes curl. Jarod/Gavin (Javin) time isn’t going to be a thing. .” I pause and watch his body slump over. Last warning, leave Marlee the fuck alone, Alexander.” He ends the phone call and stares at me for a moment before he moves back toward me. My confident, bitchy facade fades with every step, and when I
reach Naomi and Dre, they already have a tequila shot waiting. People come to these games to be entertained; the danger of it often gets lost until something as scary as this forces it to the forefront of our brains. Or is Gavin just that hot? Chris’s remote was off-limits. That shit’s not cute.” “But I’m fucking Gavin, Chris. I went to find my clothes that
were scattered all over your apartment.” We started undressing by his front door, I had to go into four rooms to gather all of my clothes before I gave up on finding my missing accessories. “Where are you in line?” Gavin asks. “I said, ‘Where’s this kid?’ I was looking for the valet!” He starts laughing. I’ll get my keys and take you home then.” The
disappointed smile on his face weakens my resolve. “Well, it’s been a while.” “It has, four years.” His eyes never leave mine as he inches his way closer. I guess some drama went down at this week’s Wednesday meeting, most likely the unusual pairing of Marlee (the groupie) and Gavin (the naive). You can’t stop there, Seacrest! This isn’t American
Idol, there are no commercial breaks before the announcement.” When in doubt, always use reality shows to help drive home your point. “And I’m thrilled you are, darling,” she says. But since the attack they haven’t found James, and even though I don’t think he’d ever actually hurt me, I’m still on guard more than normal. My skin is so sensitive, even
the small feel of the cotton—of his fingertips—gliding up my stomach causes me to shiver. Plus, I had to get all of my stuff from my parents’ house before I even went into work. It sounds ridiculous (because it was) but one day I took the remote and turned on Ellen and he didn’t talk to me for a week. But I like to think I would’ve left him eventually
anyways. “They’re the only thing in the apartment I splurged on.” “You’re gonna have to take me there sometime.” His hand finds its way to the back of my thigh and starts moving up and down. During the winter, the sun can be out, bright and lighting up the entire, cloudless blue sky, and you think, Hey! What a beautiful December day! Let’s go do
something! Then you step outside and the dry, freezing air slaps you so hard it steals all of your breath. I wrap my arms around my midsection to try and comfort myself against the shaking taking over my body. Waiting backstage, the feeling in my feet comes and goes from the absurd/bordering-on-dangerous number of shots I’ve consumed over the
last hour. “Didn’t anyone teach you it’s not safe to listen to music while you walk, especially for someone with a sweet little ass like yours?” he asks, his hot breath warming my ear. I dropped my phone while I was running, but when I got to your door, he was still standing there watching me and then—” I don’t even finish the sentence before Gavin
has the door open and is stalking down the walkway to the sidewalk. The struggle is real. I’m soaking up his compliment when his hands are back on me and they aren’t the whisper they were before. Typical. “Yeah, it’s like that. I didn’t want to eat alone, and he’s good company.” I keep my voice strong and casual. I have no time to respond before his
teeth are nipping at my pouty lip and my instincts take over. “That’s good. I just need to show you something before you leave.” She tosses the rag she was cleaning the bar with into a bucket and turns toward Paisley, the newest hire at HERS. Because tomorrow I might see Chris . The women who pair up and gossip are sitting with their loved ones,
holding hands, and for once, their tongues. Usually this is the point where I close my eyes and let my mind present me with a better, more exciting reality. I don’t even think that’s a real saying. Now that he agreed, I’m trying to remember what state I left my apartment in after Brynn wreaked havoc on it with her onslaught of beauty products. The
glare came off a silver tooth. “I’ve missed you too, but your margaritas are the best.” “Thank you . Nine So, I might’ve exaggerated the amount I had in savings. “Gavin!” The adrenaline starts to leave my system and hysteria is quickly replacing it. I pictured him sharing an elevator with the old lady who wore excessive amounts of jewelry and always
had her yappy dog on either a bedazzled leash or in a dog stroller. I went a little crazy on Dixie and that bitch Madison. “Not this time.” I avoid eye contact and watch James as he makes his way to me at a turtle’s pace. “It’s hard enough to maintain my willpower with you pressed against me. “Tell me.” “Chris has a new girlfriend.” She just floats it out
there. “Yes. Gavin squeezes my knee and gives me a quick peck on the forehead before going to his phone. Was that too weird?” Holy hell. Don’t you think they’d get a lot of action at the beginning and end of the work week?” “Play obtuse if you want. * * * • • •
THE ONLY HINT Gavin gave me for our date was to dress in comfortable clothes. I jerk
my shoulder out of the grasp and I’m not even all the way upright before I start to run. Be prepared to go down.” I push play on the first unwatched episode I come across. We both have a great buzz going and decide the best way to keep it is to avoid the family room at halftime. For what? I know what this is. I was a mess enough at the thought of
seeing Chris, Ava hadn’t even crossed my mind. I just like shopping for lingerie. #FirstDown His hands are off of the couch and on me before I even know what’s happened. And the look on Ava’s face when she doesn’t get the reaction she wants out of me is so satisfying. Like right now? “Let’s go.” * * * • • • EL SEÑOR’S TACO truck sits on the edge of
Lincoln Park. He rolls around on the floor, moaning so loud I wouldn’t be surprised if the valet attendant could hear him. I find my way out of the park, focusing on making myself small. “Is that a yes?” he asks. “She’s not your girl, Alexander. or his tone. Whatever you want.” Smoother. Not a damn thing. “You know I love tacos.” “Great! I didn’t want
to go alone.” He refuses to except charity, so I always let him know he’s the one doing me a favor by coming with. “You know as well as I do, they go hand in hand.” An unfortunate truth. Or maybe not. Maybe the cold air I’m swallowing with every inhale of breath or it could be from the powerful, throbbing heartbeat threatening to crack my sternum
in order to escape. “What’s the bad?” “There are two things.” She puts both hands in the air when I open my mouth to yell at her. “Thank you.” I almost laugh off the compliment, but I feel the bed shift and him moving closer. “Shit!” he says when he sees me. After a couple of minutes, the crowd lowers their hands but stay on their feet. You treated
Marlee like shit and now she wants to spend her time with someone who can appreciate her. I think.” I walk to the kitchen and grab the blender with the rest of the margarita in it. So joke’s on him.” “You got that right, babe,” Gavin whispers. Naomi might not like conflict, but when she’s thrown into it, she’s not backing down. Remember?” “You’re
ridiculous.” She rolls her eyes. #GangstaRapInspiration Eighteen You know when people say don’t count your chickens before they hatch? I already told Dre we’re staying until Gavin comes out.” She pulls me to a stop at the concession stand with nachos. The casualness of his basketball shorts and T-shirt is the polar opposite from the Gavin I spent
last night with. I’m relearning who I am. “And I don’t mean my parents’ house.” It’s a demand, not a request. I mean, technically, it was. From what? When I walk into HERS an hour later, not only am I early, I’m grinning so wide it’s a wonder I don’t have bugs stuck in my teeth. Kill me now. “Relax. disappeared. Like those four words change
everything. I walk back into the room with his mom’s folded sweatshirt and flip-flops, but I stop short at the sight of him lounging on my couch with my remote in his hand. “I can’t see into the future and even I know nobody will be seeing those.” “I dunno. The police. His long arm reaches in front of me, pushing my back flush against my chair, and
grabs Gavin’s shoulder. His eyes are crinkled with amusement; mine are struggling to focus. I was so sad to hear about you and Chris,” Courtney says from behind me. Also, for the first time since high school (besides those stupid breaks), I’m single. He puts his hands on my back and pulls me close. I mean, according to some of the women, I’m your
twin. I fought to get you involved. “You could’ve,” I repeat when I’m calm again. Why would I? Sitting here?” I can’t believe what’s happening. Because yum. “Okay . A week? Every time I see him, he throws out some crude comment about my ass or how much fun I must be to have kept Chris around for so long. “Go for it, but if you turn on a soap
opera, I’m out.” Lucky for him, I stopped watching soaps years ago. I don’t. I clearly do not share his ability to ignore everything going on around us. “Bye, Gavin,” I say without looking at him. I’m aware of every part of my body he’s touching, but even more so of those parts he isn’t. Once I force Chris out of my head, I’m able to appreciate the simple
moment. He gives me my goodies and a quick kiss—which turns into a long kiss—before swatting me on the butt and leaving to go to practice. My voice is unrecognizable. “Did you know a house only a few blocks west was where the biggest dealer in Denver lived, and before these apartments were here, there was a nightclub he owned solely to deal
cocaine out of?” “Why would I know that, and why are you excited learning it?” “It’s cool! Knowing these places were here years ago, unsavory characters and all. “For you, Marketing Master.” I snatch it out of her hand and rip open the seal. He obviously really loves her . I didn’t even know sexy hamstrings were a thing! He climbs onto the bed and
settles between my legs. That is . Not in the mood to hear his mouth, I hit ignore, but before I can even put the phone down, he’s calling again. I’d think Mondays and Fridays would be just as busy.” I look to Naomi and Dre for their opinion. “Sounds good. When I manage to climb out of bed and join him in the living room, it’s almost noon, and Gavin
has my Fresh’s coffee order and croissants waiting for me. For some reason I haven’t figured out, I can’t seem to stop thinking about Gavin, or more accurately, about the way Gavin kisses . “So are you riding with me?” he asks, like Courtney never happened. Who could blame me? “He’s going to be fine.” “He’s going to be fine,” she says to herself
more than me. As long as you aren’t using me as a punching bag to accomplish it. Officer Green, aka Brian Green of the Denver Police Department, is a jackass. I’m not expecting anybody. #KickingAss&TakingNames I love my tiny-apartment-renting, public-transportation-taking, multiple-job-having new life, and even though my walls are bare and my
coffee table is an unpacked box, I couldn’t wait any longer for Naomi to come see. But, he’d asked for the valet, not a kiss, and then the more embarrassing moments start to flow. #FreshOuttaFucks Gavin closes and locks the door behind Brian. “I really don’t like you right now. “I have your information, and I’m going to give your number to the
victim’s advocate. We’re walking to the door when it swings open and a forty-something man in a plaid shirt, skinny jeans, and a knit beanie walks out, giving Gavin a very enthusiastic welcome. No, those would never work in last night’s dress and this morning’s tequila bloat. “I don’t know if you want to stay and leave with them later, but I’m heading
out now. I can’t believe Coach Jacobs replaced Kevin with someone who would fight a teammate. start talking.” Brynn motions for Naomi to start her story. Set. I’d turn and run. He’s doing me the favor. I feel it in my chest. Then the next morning, I grab us coffee and when I come back, you’re gone without a trace.” He stands up. Yeah, she has a
gavel,” she says to Brynn, whose eyes have already doubled in size. I think Dorothy said it best, but I’ll give it a go: ding-dong, the girlfriend’s dumped!’” I laugh at the same time Brynn lets out a horrified gasp. “The moral of the story,” he says, “is not to trust everybody. I’m sure it’s the exact voice phone sex operators shoot for. It looks great on you
though.” So maybe I’m catching on to this bitchy thing after all. You’re going to love HERS so much, I wouldn’t be surprised if you and Dre are my neighbors soon.” I was happy to wash my hands of just about everything I had in my life with Chris, but my friendship with Nay wasn’t one of them. It’s so sweet, so dreamy, if I wasn’t in the middle of a
breakdown supreme, I might’ve melted into a puddle of contented goo on his couch. He didn’t expect the kiss he asked for? But then he reaches for the bottom of his shirt and he pulls it up, revealing the V cuts peeking out of his jeans and his toned abs one magnificent inch at a time. I know. No. No. No! This is bad. The good news was too good. No,
you wouldn’t.” “Ugh. “Holy shit, Marlee. Police have named Gregory Thomas and James Walters as the suspects for the attack.” I know James set me up, but my heart clenches knowing he’s getting in trouble for this. “Why are you here?” “I wanted to see if you’d go out with me.” He rubs his hand down the back of his neck and shifts from foot to foot.
Everything is going so well, I should’ve known something had to go wrong. I took on tequila last night and it’s obvious it kicked my ass. “Can she have a bottle of your most popular wine, please?” Gavin asks the bartender, who happily agrees. The line is creeping forward, and every inch causes my stomach to turn a little more. “Damn girl,” Naomi
tells me after I slide down the door and onto the floor. After all of my work to get all dolled up and fancy, I’m going to end my night with my ass on the pavement. “Yes.” I’m holding back my tears with a single thread. “Come on, let’s get you some clothes.” He removes his hand and my body instantly mourns the loss of his touch. But then again, I don’t
make a bazillion dollars, and my mom has never expected anything other than eating dinner with me at least once a month. “Pac-Man or bust?” I skip toward the game in the corner of the arcade, unable to prevent my hands from clapping like a child. Two cents for two hundred, four cents for four hundred. “Don’t go letting your head get too big.”
“Never.” He kisses me once more, both of us in a bubble, protected from the dirty looks and hateful words being tossed our way. Homeboy’s a sculpture. I was trying to protect myself as much as you were.” “Have you looked in a mirror lately?” I narrow my eyes and purse my lips. I guess Dixie didn’t know that about her. “Positive.” How could I not
be? And so now, instead of being snuggled next to a bottle of tequila, I’m face-to-face with Chris and Ava, who’s wearing my ring and making my slutty-to-me dress look conservative. I’ll go find my keys.” “We can walk. Half the reason I bought this place was for the windows. My feet feel like they’re glued to the pavement beneath me. Too bad for me,
not even distance can protect me from the silver-toothed smile and disgusting way his gaze trails my body when he sees me. At least, I hope it will be. Dammit. He’s being processed and with all of the other priors and women who have come forward since your report, the DA will press for him to be held without bail. “Doing what, Marlee? That was
epic!” Naomi says when we’re out of earshot from Dixie. “I told you a million times. Thank god. #HotMessExpress Fifteen Even though I don’t have sunglasses on and the sun is close to burning a hole through my retinas, I can’t stop staring up at Gavin’s sick freaking condo. no. “Kevin would never stick up for a woman who’s being harassed. Mindless
small talk, you got this! Gavin’s lips curve at the corners the tiniest little bit, and I’m pretty sure he knows the game I’m trying to play here. “My master plan worked! Let you beat me, steal your heart.” I snort. Don’t hate me.” Page 25 “I could never.” I pull out Gavin’s favorite move and squeeze her hand. “Sorry.” She shrugs, not looking sorry at all.
Want to make this official and be my girlfriend?” “I’m not sure yet.” I hook my ankle behind his knee and pull him on top of me. Kevin would never behave the way you have tonight.” “You’re right,” Gavin says. You got it.” I grab my keys and turn to her before we reach the door. The kids who usually run around, knocking over plants and one another,
are sitting with their moms, haunted looks on their faces. When Gavin starts his truck, he already has the country station playing, and I feel a little breathless. So Courtney starts the meeting with the bang of her stupid glitter gavel. I like that rule.” I turn back to my shirt, but then I remember that was only the good news and I still have the bad to go
and roll back onto my elbows. Tell Gavin I said fuck him too. I need all the arming I can get around him. Courtney openly hating me. I’m sure Gavin would take me to my parents’ house if I asked, but I don’t want to tell the story again tonight. “Yeah.” My head snaps his way. If you haven’t had it before—a big, tough, bearded football player on his
knees, tending to your tiny scratch like it’s the most serious situation he’s ever encountered—you should try it. I want to answer him, but I can’t stop looking behind him at Chris’s hunched figure on the floor, or the accusatory eyes of just about every woman watching. We meander around the paths—him talking and me listening, but he bails on me
halfway through—right around the fountain currently being used as a drug exchange headquarter. “Gavin! Help!” I try to yell, but I can’t seem to get the words as I near his door. “Nice ring. I’m the queen of bitchiness. You don’t have to use their services, but I want you to have the option.” “Thank you, Brian. “Y-yes,” I stutter. But I froze and holy
shit, he hit me so hard.” My hand absently touches my jaw where the pain is starting to make itself noticeable. “Not that kind of text.” I pat his shoulder. Only then do I notice we’ve pulled over on the side of the road. “You lead the way.” The walk is more of the same from before, minus the hand-holding. They must not realize they conditioned me for
this treatment during the meetings. I already know he’s got a roster. I’m so relieved I didn’t sink my friend’s business to the ground, all of my bones seem to evaporate and I’m a pile of sludge. “Give him my number. All aboard, ladies and gentlemen. But even if he was an Eastern medicine junkie, I’d still say no. My bad.” He looks at me and shocks me
when his olive skin flushes scarlet. Why don’t you ride with me so I’ll know you made it home okay?” “You do? That’s how fucked up my relationship experience is. Not that I want to know her or anything because I barely know you and that would be creepy.” Smooth. “We are,” Gavin says. “Dixie was hugging Madison and talking about you too,” she
says slower, not by much . and a five-minute one from Gavin’s. You know that feeling when you’re standing on a bus or train and it starts moving before you are prepared? I know I did. I don’t have any other friends who would just drop by. “I’m sorry. “Are you all right over there?” Gavin asks. But there is a never ending selection of Skinny Girl. Chris
was every bad athlete stereotype rolled into one, and I sat there, oblivious for years. Then let me call Dre now and warn him that he’ll be driving to the hood later to get me.” “Excuse me, ma’am. or Spanx, first. Then at the end, we bet for final Jeopardy! and the winner has to pay the loser.” “Are you serious?” He grins and drums his fingers against
his coffee table. Well, that’s me right now. he . You’re right. “I got it, babe.” And I can hear the smile in the jerk’s voice. “Nobody, and I mean nobody, wants Honey-Blossom.” “Oh, I’m sorry. “We need to talk about the promotions and advertising you’ve implemented recently.” She’s not even looking at me. “You know, Pope, you might be the big
football player in the room”—I point both of my index fingers at myself—“but I’m the Jeopardy! queen. I’m standing across from Gavin while he’s resting his hands on my waist and revealing his dimple, right? He went to high school with me and Chris. I look to the bartender and the smile on his face has grown tenfold, something I understand when I
see the hundred-dollar bill in front of him. “Who doesn’t know that Italy is the second most used setting in Shakespeare? The cherry on top of this delicious (rotten) evening is after Gavin and I sit down, Chris plops down into the seat next to me. “They should also tell you not to trust junkies like James. “Umm . Can’t you ever shut the fuck up?” Chris’s
arm is back in my face, and his voice has raised high enough to draw the attention of a few people around us. “You can’t say no.” “Yeah.” Gavin sticks his bottom lip out. “Got that right.” Naomi takes a deep sip of her Diet Coke. But lucky for me, I have something—or someone—I didn’t have in my freshman public speaking course. I can throw it away
myself. I say it to Chris since he’s the one who said it, but I’m looking at Gavin when I do. Without a word to either of them, I bring the tequila to my lips and throw it back, savoring the burn as it travels down my throat and warms my stomach. “I don’t care. It’s nice and dry here, I like it.” He humors me. As much as possible in my heels, I roll onto my
toes, trying my hardest to get closer to him—or more specifically, his lips. “A mugging and assault brought the police to Denver Mustangs’ quarterback Gavin Pope’s home late last night,” the news anchor says robotically, imposing the right inflections at certain points, tilting his head, creasing his eyes with the skill of a practiced reporter.
#NoPunIntended Twenty-six There’s a small catch to the always-sunny-in-Colorado thing. “He’s probably waiting for me,” I whisper, unable to look Gavin in the eyes. But I’ll come find you later if I need another reminder.” I turn and make my final steps to the bar. You know, like he didn’t just casually offer to hang out with my FRICKIN’ DAD! “I don’t
know if he’s the chiropractor type.” This is true. I give him the change from the tacos, only about ten dollars, but his eyes light up when I hand it to him. “Who is it?” I ask, ignoring Naomi’s laughter when I have to stand on a footstool to see out of the peephole. Why would I cover them?” He walks over and sits at the foot of the bed. “You’re so fuckin’
wet, I have to taste you.” I’m in such a lust-covered haze, I can’t even comprehend what he says before his warm body is no longer covering me and his mouth is on my mound. what? easily. The beat of whatever song is playing on my phone and his sick laughter form a sickening melody. The first week, he called or texted every day. So I was hoping
you’d start going again. I’m a terrible singer. Twenty-four Once the two away games finally pass by, Naomi and I plan for her to pick me up and ride to the game together. Wednesday we go to a meeting together, then that night you tell me you moved back home, which I thought was a joke until I ended up sitting next to a redheaded Courtney Junior
at the game. My eyes widen, and I can’t seem to get enough oxygen. “I’m fine, thank you. “You want me to notice you so bad, you’d act like a fuckin’ slut with my teammate you already know I’m having problems with? “I thought you’d choose good news. Two words, five letters, one million butterflies. In answer, I wrap my arms around his neck and
pull him closer. “I slept in here for a week getting it just right. I think that’s only because his hands are already filled with caffeine and carbs, and I’d never endanger either of those things. The next week he texted a few times. since you asked so politely.” I smirk at him and live for Gavin’s deep chuckle next to Brian. Twenty dollars for two thousand.”
I point to the calculator on my phone. Kidding. #ShortPeopleProblems “I’m not sure if you’ve noticed this yet or not, but I seem to have a really hard time telling you no.” “Since you said that, maybe now is as good a time as ever to mention . * * * • • • LATER THAT NIGHT, my phone lights up with a text while I’m catching up on the latest Real
Housewives. You know, even Mr. Mahler came to me discussing this year’s fashion show. He threads his fingers through mine while he’s driving and brings my hand to his lips during the drive. My mom warned me that ever since Denver legalized marijuana, the cost of living here skyrocketed. So now, instead of serving her more drinks, we are
leaning against each other, preventing the other from tumbling off the barstool and onto the floor. We’ve always been such great friends, I treated you well. “No way I’m leaving you in the lion’s den today.” * * * • • • AFTER HUGGING LENNY—who pretends not to be happy to see me, but is soooo happy to see me—we make it to her seats. I can give
you a ride or sit with you until your Uber driver gets here.” “I can Uber it. I follow him up a familiar staircase, but this time, instead of turning to the right where I slept last time, I follow him to the left and into his room. Not a chance in hell I’m gonna watch ESPN all day. I deserve a little fun. All I got was Dixie.” In hindsight, I probably should’ve
saved the margaritas for after story time. Which, thinking about it, means I’m going to have to find a new route. I live in a historical part of Denver, surrounded by original architecture, character, and history.” “And the homeless man set up on the corner? “Fuckin’ gorgeous,” he whispers against my cleavage, the heat from his breath somehow
causing goose bumps to cover my arms. Like me telling him I hate football players and how much Chris cheated on me. I gather the strength to open my eyes and when I do, I’m met with Gavin’s dark eyes and bright smile. “Can you do your job and speak with a victim properly or do I need to call and request a new officer?” “You don’t need to call,

Mr. Pope. I think I might get a fine if I run into the stands to fight some guy.” They’re pretty strict about that stuff, but . He does as I ask and unfolds from his crouched position to his full height. “I missed you so much.” “Are you talking to your mattress?” Gavin asks from my doorway. “Freakin’ Dixie. The next two games are away, but after that,
would you want to come?” He rushes out in a single breath. I flash back to talking about loving her. I found the best chiropractor; I’ll bring him with me next time.” He sips his coffee. “My friends started and stopped calling me that in second grade, it didn’t have the same meaning to our seven-year-old minds.” “Well, there will be no cherry busting,
and you’re going to lose.” I pat his chest two times and walk toward the game. It’s the end of October, but we’re having an unusually warm fall, and I’m enjoying it before the inevitable return of snow sends me running to my parka. “Hey.” He leans in close. “I’m better than all right. But I don’t know. He’s just as foul as—” The phone’s out of my hand
and Gavin’s moving across the room, listening to Chris’s rant. “Are you kidding me?” Brynn asks. I used to wonder what kind of countertops were in the kitchen, what the light fixtures looked like, but now I spend more time than I’d ever admit wondering what his bedroom furniture looks like. Fans are going to park their creepy butts outside and
watch you walk around.” “They’re like one-way mirrors. “Oh! I can practice on you! Experiment with my talents.” “Shit. “Home sweet home.” I gesture with open arms and for some reason do jazz hands. The next morning, I wake up to knocking on my door. “You’ll ruin my street cred.” When we arrive at his truck, ever the gentleman, he opens my
door for me before walking to the driver’s side and climbing in. “I can’t tell you that.” He reaches his hand across the center console and squeezes my knee. “Continue and don’t lose any of your enthusiasm.” Page 4 “Girl, I know you’re new, so I’ll clue you in.” Naomi sits a little taller and zooms in on Brynn. Either way, I wiggle my way closer to him.
“What are you doing here anyway?” “I went to see you at HERS, but Brynn said you went to the store. Really, how did I stay with him for so long? It hasn’t been four weeks since I’ve heard from Gavin, though. I spin and dance like an ungraceful ballerina back to my feet. My chest is on fire. “Make yourself comfortable or go. I’m happy to be here .
“Does it make me a horrible person for finding this so funny?” I ask, wiping away the tears falling down my cheeks from laughing so hard. My back arches off the bed and pushes my soft breasts into his hard chest. Our tongues are tasting. Maybe with a weapon, ready to hurt me . “You should stop talking.” Gavin speaks for everyone watching, which,
unfortunately for me, is everyone in the player section. I don’t know if I want to pull him away or never let him move, but before I can decide, heat starts to radiate from my core and from my toes to my head, everything insides me tenses. not again. I fall back into the corner of the couch and snatch the remote out of Gavin’s hand. No way I can sink
lower than that.” When I step off my soapbox, Courtney makes no attempt at a comeback, so I find an empty chair and I put my headphones in until Gavin comes into the room to get me. Match. I’m a liar. Then the three of us get busy grabbing the rest of my bags. He seems more alert after getting some food, so I’m not worried as I watch him head in
the opposite direction we came from. You would be wrong. What happened that night?” Curse your big, careless mouth, Marlee Harper! “What do you mean?” “I thought we had a great time. Especially if you’re as broke as I am. I’m broke, so don’t expect me to pay you.” * * * • • • “IN YOUR FUCKIN’ face, Pope!” I yell at his back as he walks to the
kitchen to grab another pop. You coming to the fashion show dressed like you were dressed, walking the way you were walking, showing every single one of those women up and rubbing Alexander’s face in what he lost? That’d be crazy, and I’m not crazy. I’m mad Gavin lied to me about who he was and how he wasn’t there in the morning to tell me
the truth. Still sinking your claws into any athlete you can find.” He laughs at his stupid insult. and so was the idea of Gavin in my space. It doesn’t get lower than that.” “I’m only twenty-seven. “Shut up, Marlee!” His loud, angry voice rings in my ear. “Is it weird that I already miss your dad liking me?” I climb into the seat. It wasn’t my place to step
in. After the last tequila shot, my entire body started to become numb. I’m still cringing when there’s a quiet knock at the door. A girl’s got needs. Gavin’s hands are firmly pressed against my thighs, holding them in place as he drags out my orgasm to uncharted lengths before a guttural moan comes from him, and he collapses on top of me. “She told
us you said you were busy but would find a day that worked. “You just . It was so much easier ordering my Alexander jersey from the jersey lady. You made and sent out invitations. Maybe because with Gavin, I feel like for the first time in my life, the person across from me sees through the pretend front I put up. “Can I sleep at your place tonight?”
he asks over the radio. Not that I mind, because even though he’s pretty out of it, he still tells killer stories about the neighborhood. Totally.” Being awkward isn’t new for me, but being awkward and naked? How’s Naomi?” he asks the second I pull the headphones out. What an asshole! What’s next? Seeing them interact was like watching a dog who
only walks on its hind legs. In the back of my mind, I know I’m going to regret this in the morning, but it still doesn’t prevent me from saying what I’m going to say next. He pulls me in for a hug that lasts a second longer than it should. “Good.” He glances to the street. Too bad, so sad. I’ll never understand these see-through dresses women wear. “We
need to talk.” Brynn is never serious about anything, and the longer she goes without smiling, the more I freak out. I turn to him with a smile so big my cheeks ache again, unbuckle my seatbelt, and crawl on top of the center console. “Are you okay?” he asks. I like the story about your mom. “I try to, but if the number of unwatched episodes tells you
anything, I don’t get around to it much.” “Well at least I know what we’re doing today.” I stand, giving him my best elderly woman impression, and find my purse. And whether or not I’m with Gavin while I do is frankly none of your concern.” “So you’re fucking him.” Dense as ever. You saved me from making a big mistake. “What are you doing?” I ask
when he starts moving down the bed. “Thanks, Gavin.” Even her voice is different! Like a bad imitation of Marilyn Monroe, and although I definitely don’t like her, even I cringe with embarrassment for her. .” “I thought they were exaggerating!” “I just get a little . “I’m glad you stayed.” His lips graze my ear. He . “She’s a boring fuck. “I thought for
sure you were going to be sleeping for a long time after last night.” I wish. “Shut up!” I hit his arm a little harder than I meant to, but he still doesn’t flinch. Hell, I’m the freaking cool girl. And if you’re really good, maybe I’ll even let you sit on my twin bed.” “What’d I tell you? Gavin hates it, but I like it much better. Someone please kill me now.
Because without our practice, there’s no way I would’ve been able to come up with that comeback and sound as genuine as I did. Then I invite you into my fucking home and you make a move on my old lady. “Because I’m terrible with numbers. “Fuck.” I fight back the tears I want to cry for my friend. The first time I had to present in a college lecture
room, I ran out of the room to throw up . I go back inside, and even though I technically still have thirty minutes to sleep before I need to be up, I get an early start on the day. The second one shows up at HERS two days after that, on a Friday. “Why are you hitting me?” he asks even though he sounds more amused than curious. Creative is my thing—
or was my thing if I end up getting sacked today. “You Captain Save-A-Ho now, Pope?” Chris was never too smart, and he’s an idiot when it comes to reading people. His thumbs and forefingers brush across my chest, my nipples hardening under their touch when his tongue reaches the curve of my breast. This isn’t good. I unlock it and push play,
letting the message play on the speaker. “He should. I lose the strength to hold my body up and melt down onto Gavin’s hard, cold floor. “Hey, Dad,” I say into the phone when he answers. “Well, let’s show everyone how it’s done.” When we get back to my spot, Courtney is finishing up talking about all of the work she put into the event and thanking
the Lady Mustangs for assisting her. What? NBA is that guaranteed money, honey.” She snaps at me in Z formation. “I’m sorry,” he says. I’ll call you later.” “Let me know if you need anything.” I stand up as she’s passing me and pull her in for a hug before she goes. “You didn’t, but I’m not having a hard time imagining it.” “Wait, wait, wait.” Brynn
slams her hand on the table. You went out and brought in all of the new designers. I’ve already invaded your house, now I’m taking over your bed. It might be dangerous, but it’s really pretty. Even I’m impressed. or fifteen. “I wish I would’ve grabbed one last time I left your place looking like a call girl.” Gavin’s relaxed body tenses, and he sits up. I
put my envelope in my purse and walk out of the room with a little pep in my step. Rough is an understatement. It consumes me. I think she looks gorgeous.” The hairs on the back of my neck stand in recognition, and I don’t even have to turn around to know who is talking. I move my focus to my floor beneath him instead of him . “You said you
wanted me to kiss you!” “No I didn’t. I’m not shocked. I don’t speak macho man shorthand.” Chris did that condescending shit all the time. “If he moves to singing telegrams, I’m going to walk over to his house and kick him in the balls,” Brynn tells me ever so elegantly. Or if you want, I can bring them to your room.” “Can I sleep with you tonight?” I
throw it out there. Where we were okay with the silence as we walked, it doesn’t reappear here. “You mean James? “What!” I jump off of the couch into standing position. I never claimed to be a gracious winner. The moment I walked in, I knew I wanted to be a part of it. A class ring like from Happy Days when they did that kind of stuff . “Strippers
wear a lot of makeup? But because I’m in the program and there’s music timing or some shit, I do have to walk, and Courtney hates me, and I’m in this.” I motion to the skintight atrocity I got stuck in—literally. I’m a beast. You two were driving me nuts. Our tentative tongues join in this wild, wonderful dance. desperate times. He said Naomi misses
you at the games. The refs blow their whistles and all the players take a knee, as the trainers and medical staff rush the field. You could say that.” “Freaking finally. Why do I never listen to her?” “Because—” She starts but is interrupted by a knock on the door. This was the third one. “I’m gonna go get out of this dress.” I pull back so fast, I almost go
tumbling into the wall behind me. #NaNanaNaNa #BamWHAT “I didn’t call myself a competitor. a shopping challenge.” She wiggles her eyebrows. I don’t know if I want to throw a wrench in what I’m doing by going to the fashion show.” I reach out and grab her hand because for some reason, her eyes are shimmering with tears while she listens to
me. Page 14 This. Nothing outside of the reason you’re here tonight. Fingers crossed he’ll blame it on the corn. “If I took the product as much as I’d like, you would’ve been giving me an intervention, not a bonus check.” “You’re so strange.” She rolls her eyes and walks to the door. “Not now, Gavin. “We’re here.” Gavin motions to the arcade in front
of us. “Don’t worry, you’ll learn to love my antics.” “I have no doubt.” And the way he says it, I can’t help but wonder if he’s talking about more than my game-time behavior. “Why wouldn’t you just say that!” I slap him, feeling relieved that’s all it was but still on edge from my fleeting nerves. “Are you okay? I ask myself if I tried harder, if I lost those
pesky fifteen—FINE!—twenty pounds I’ve been holding on to for years if he wouldn’t have strayed. I shut it down there and turn off my phone, wishing I had a voodoo doll so I could poke Chris in the eye for ruining yet another thing in my life. A man I’ve never seen before sits next to him on the bench. Which, maybe it is? I’ll be right there.” She
throws the phone in her purse and stands on shaky legs. “Would you mind waiting here a few minutes so I can change first?” “Does it look like I have places to go, Miss Marlee?” He walks to the bench a few feet away and sits on the unforgiving metal seat with zero grace, but I flinch more than he does. Page 9 Big mistake. Nobody orders a salad. I
had three different tutors trying to get me to pass my math courses in college. like I should be doing at HERS right now. Each second I stand there, shaking and throwing myself at his door, feels like an eternity. And after a few minutes, it does. “If you need anything else, just ask.” “Thank you,” I say as he leaves. And now I’m working on dragging
Gavin down with me. “With pleasure.” He drops his head back to my nipple and before I know what’s happening, his free hand is between my legs. He makes me feel beautiful in a way Chris never did. The ridiculously low cut, metallic gold dress Naomi and Brynn forced me into is barely in place. Eyes up here,” I call to him at the same time I pull the
blanket up. “Aw snap!” He glances at me from behind the wheel. He was full of himself back then, but give him a friend in a Mustangs jersey and a badge? “And miss a night with you, Court? “Oh! Do you have sweatshirt I can borrow?” Page 10 He was almost out of the room and when he turns back to me, he lets his gaze slowly travel from my
pedicured toes all the way to what I’m sure is a mascara smudged, hair-resembles-a-bird’s-nest head. #Dial69ForYeeeesssssss “Glad you agree.” One second he’s whispering in my ear, the next he’s at my feet and my jeans are nowhere to be seen. She drops her face to the floor, and her shoulders hunch in a way I would’ve thought was impossible
before right now. Maybe I could wiggle through the ceiling vents? Grayson, my Uber driver with an awesome knit hat and glasses with no glass, drops me off in front of Naomi and Dre, who I texted a few minutes ago letting them know I was almost there. “It’s great. I know after today I probably won’t see him anymore, and I don’t need to find
anything else to add to my list of reasons I want to love him forever. .” I repeat, watching his eyes change from bright blue to navy. “You just didn’t.” “Marlee—” he starts, but I don’t want to listen. However, before that can happen, she calls and requests an emergency meeting. Brynn shows up first. I don’t think that qualifies me for an AARP
membership.” I speak up even though it’s clear I’m only being talked about, not talked to. He knows where I live. I turn on my heel and will my shaky legs to help me run as hard and fast as I can. Twenty Unlike the guest room, Gavin’s windows are treated with fancy electronic blackout blinds. “Trust me, that’s not the only reason.” “Marlee.” He says
my name like I’m supposed to know what he means. all right. I give him the money from my heart, it doesn’t come with strings. What the fuck? I exit out of his DVR and fight back the onslaught of nausea that takes over as I hear the news story. “It’s perfect,” he tells me after he’s situated on the tiny stool. The way he watches me, the way he touches
me? I immediately focus on his V cuts. The Cowboys have the ball. Right? His bright blue eyes are watching me as I try to remember what I was going to say, and the crooked smile that crosses his face as seconds pass by without me saying anything tells me he knows what I’m thinking. His deep voice stole her attention, and she spins around. And his
knowing that made me feel even more secure in saying yes to tonight. I mean, it’s not like I remember him being clean shaven four years ago, or anything. Fingers crossed I didn’t snore . I’m friends with sneaky snakes. I will not get lured into this. “Which, speaking of, isn’t it almost time for you to go onstage to welcome everyone?” Never mind. We
were told that after Harper arrived at Pope’s downtown Denver residence, he went outside looking for the attacker. I mean, the girl owns a bar; she’s not one to shy away from juicy gossip. But when I realized I wasn’t willing—or able—to spend $2,500 a month on a studio, my search had to move. “Get your phone. since you’re . The kiss starts out
gentle . We’re pumped about being together again for football Sunday. “Where are you going?” Gavin’s hand on my shoulder causes me to stop. He slides his hands down to my hips and tightens his grip before pulling me so close, my chest presses against his abs. “Way to keep that card hidden in your back pocket. “I already told you I’m not your
fuckin’ boy, Alexander. You must’ve woken up right after I left.” “But you still lied to me. “No more clothes is good,” I say. It’s number three. “What was that for?” “It’s our first home game with you as my girl. I open my mouth, giving him full access, and let my hands roam his strong back. Well played, Mrs. I’m just not sure I want to go. It’s the only
thing I need to do to make Gavin’s restraint snap. You’re what dreams are made of.” The words are quiet but forceful, like he’s never meant anything more in his entire life. I can already imagine my dad yelling about some quack trying to break his back. No mentions of the past. With his full lips, sharp cheekbones, large arms, and washboard abs?
“Trust me, I’m not bitter. “What are the benefits like?” “Is this how you want to play it?” he asks, and his crooked smile changes to a full-blown, teeth showing, eye crinkling, one dimple–revealing smile. I’m okay.” He’s talking so slow, it’s almost as if he’s about to fall asleep. “If you want, we can eat at my place, it’s only a couple of blocks over.
Instead, the only thing I’m worried about is why it’s taking so long to get there. Fine, I’m totally, one hundred percent fine. I forgot you’re seeing him now,” she says. Good. Since business was slow today, Brynn let me leave early and I took the time to do some grocery shopping. Then, showing everyone around us what I already know—that she’s one
of the strongest women around—she wipes her tears, squares her shoulders, holds her head up high, and goes to be Dre’s strength. I’m getting the bacon burger and fries. It might be my tongue sticking to the roof of my mouth because it’s so dry. You scare me.” “I really like you too, Marlee.” He pulls the hair from my neck and moves it over my
shoulder. obviously. “Me? Plus, she’s so pathetic when she’s sad, only a monster—or Courtney—could flat-out deny her. Punctuality isn’t one of my strong points, but I can appreciate when it is for others. It’s pity. And it’s not a complete lie, I do have a lot of work to do, but the deadline isn’t for couple of weeks. Of course I hope he saves it for food
tomorrow in case I’m not around, but it’s up to him. “I live downtown too. Icy terror grips my throat when I see him standing on the corner. “The Weather Channel?” “Yeah, I’m just checking to see if it’s going to be a cold day in hell on Monday.” The words come out so seriously, it takes a minute for Naomi to register what I said, but I know when she
does because my bright yellow throw pillow hits me in the head. I grab my scraps off of the table and follow the same path Gavin took to my trash can. But instead of three, there are four. I drive a hybrid too.” “An Escalade hybrid,” I correct her. Here, come test them out. He thinks you’re a hottie, so he’ll be thrilled.” I won’t lie, finding out Chris was
cheating on me with the redheaded human version of Jessica Rabbit was quite the knock to my confidence. It’s none of your business.” “I swear to god, Marlee. “Mr. Pope.” Brian nods and walks past him. It’s at that moment I remember what he said earlier. I’m watching him in awe, like he’s some sort of chivalrous alien because he’s throwing away
his own cup. “Giving my girl a kiss.” “But my head is up here.” I pop up on my elbows, watching as he pulls the comforter from my stomach. Are sexy chins even a thing? I don’t have to look hard—he’s so gorgeous, I swear a little angel follows him around, shining a light over his head. Learn to accept it.” “You’re a sore winner,” Gavin says. “But I do
like that you said there will be a next time.” “Don’t be all sexy and sweet when I’m trying to be irritated with you!” I call to his back as he walks into the bathroom. “Hey,” he says. The furniture is cheap. “I was talking to my pillows. I’m pissed as hell he just showed up here, tossing a necklace when the last thing I need is to try and figure out anybody
besides myself. And if you can do that, then maybe I won’t report you to your boss. I try to keep my eyes open, I really do, but then Gavin bites down on my nipple that has been begging for attention and his thumb starts moving in delicious circles between my legs. My fear of crowds is no joke. Well, not even the Pope could keep a straight face for
that. Soft and sweet—nothing like our last kiss. “But if it makes you feel better, I thought you taking charge was really fucking hot.” “It helps a little.” I pout beside him, but kind of revel in him calling my kiss hot. I try to keep my gaze there, but the V is a giant arrow pointing to his very impressive, bordering on scary, manhood. Well, most of them. I
nod, watching the smile cross his face before he reaches for my hand and guides me to the bar. I’ll be waiting for it.” “Tell Dre he’s in the dog house,” Naomi says, alerting Gavin of her presence for the first time. “Good.” He punctuates the word with a kiss and drapes his free arm across my stomach, resting his hand on my hip. The calls aren’t long,
but they’re enough to make my heart skip a beat every time I see his name on my caller ID. Beer on tap? I live downtown, I’d hate for you to have to drive out of your way.” I was planning on leaving with Dre and Naomi, but after the scene that just played out, I’d rather leave sooner than later. I didn’t figure you’d be his type.” You’d think being a cop,
he would be more attuned to the environment around him and do his job. I’m doing really well. One I punctuate with a kiss. an emergency meeting can constitute a sleepover at my house, filled with all sorts of Girl Scout activities like working on our bedazzling, margarita, and gossip badges. Let’s make plans soon. And, Gavin.” I get his attention, my
voice changing to a conspiratorial whisper. His asshole-ness increased at warp speed. The evil other half of Kevin Matthews,” I whisper across the table in case any Nosy Nelly’s are sitting nearby. Here’s something not many people know about me—I have terrible stage fright. We’re allowed to laugh once she’s done her job.” She says it like it’s
written in the Ten Commandments. “You’re right, I am.” She pauses for what feels like an eternity, and I have to remember that even though she might be firing me, she’s still my friend, and strangling people is generally frowned upon. We broke up. If you never sing again, I’ll buy whatever shoes you want today,” Naomi says.
#StopTryingToMakeJavinHappen #ItsNeverGoingToHappen “Well, the offer’s on the table if he wants to try.” He takes the lid off his coffee and shoves his croissant wrapper inside. She can’t sit with me! “I think if you were to ask Gavin, he’d tell you he’s the lucky one. First, because she got rid of your sorry ass and second, because she’s not
property, you lowlife piece of shit.” Glad to know at least Gavin and I are on the same page. No more athletes, and definitely no quarterbacks. While good old Brian makes the first wise decision he’s made in his entire life and shuts the hell up, I stay in my spot on the couch enjoying Brian getting his ass handed to him. “So the good news is Ava broke
up with Chris.” “Shut up!” I turn to her, eyes wide, crystals long forgotten. He groans and before he even hits the ground, I’m back on my feet running. Four weeks from coffee and croissants. I didn’t want to be bitchy today, but when Madison stutters and spits and can’t even manage a simple good-bye? “You designed the site to buy tickets. .” Oh my
god! What is this? “You’re pretty nice too.” He’s watching me closely, and I’m trying to watch him closely. I lean forward to grab the water from his hands, but as I do, the down comforter (which is so amazing I’m trying to figure out how to smuggle it in my clutch) falls from my shoulders. For a second, I think they might’ve been genius enough to
order two for me, but my dream is squashed when I see Dre hand Gavin a lime. “I’ve been waiting for this for the last four years.” I wrap my legs tightly around his back, pulling him to me so he’s nestled to the edge of my entrance. “I’ve never been so sure about something.” I lift my head off the pillow that started all this and press my lips to his. But
before I reach him, Gavin’s fist lands square into Chris’s nose with a sickening crunch. “Get away from the glass, Pope!” I yell. “Chris.” I try to sound like a bitch, but bitchy has never been my thing and instead I just sound kind of constipated. “Yes, it is,” I say right before he punches the air above his head and picks me up off the floor. “You won’t do
that shit either, Officer Green,” Gavin says, gaining his attention back. Who knows. Are you my girlfriend now?” “You did pretty good. Gavin. We walk in together, like proud polygamists, while Dre, under the extreme pressure of Naomi, tells me I look beautiful. How right it feels to be in bed with him, feeling his bare skin against mine, running my
hands down his back. But I’m not sorry I lied to you, and knowing you would’ve shot me down makes me even surer of it. Curse you, Nordstrom, and your wide selection. “That’s okay. “God. I’m positive he’s about to run his tight ass out of my front door, but he holds still. By making me mad, interrupting the Mustangs game with flowers, and taking
me on a date, Gavin has been removed from my dad’s friend list and placed on his “Guys Who Date My Daughter” list. “Hey now, Pope. I’ve already been clued in, so I mouth the words along with her. Sometime over the past hour, he stopped being the d-bag I knew in high school and transformed into a really good police officer. You’re so fucking
beautiful.” The words come out so rough, so raw, I swear I can feel them across my skin. I think about how his sheets would feel against my skin or, if, when I get off of his bed, my feet would hit cold wood floors or soft carpet. Because my encounter with Chris wasn’t painful enough. Not that I knew that. “I know.” She looks at me with a smug smile
and pulls an envelope out of her back pocket. “Sure . No matter what Chris did, I always ended up being the person who apologized. Smooth. Some days I even believe it. “Oh good. “You’re my favorite drunk person.” We’re at a red light, and even though there’s laughter in his voice, all I hear is I’m his favorite person ever. Want to come with?”
“Ooooh, girl.” He whistles even though his eyes are still closed. I figured you lived in Parker with all of—”Courtney cuts me off, grabbing my shoulder and spinning me around to face her. Since Courtney wants to be Mrs. My eyes slam shut, and I slowly lay back down, hoping the banging in my head will slow down too. “He already has her going to the
games? “This was a group effort. “I’ll have to give you an official tour sometime.” “I’d love that.” In all fairness, I’d love a tour of the sewer if he was the one giving it. Like no diamonds. I thought it was my roommate fucking with me and answered the door butt naked only to find my mom on the other side holding a tin of homemade cookies.” The sun
has long since set, but even so, I can see his cheeks heat as he tells me. When I part my mouth and I suck at his bottom lip, the hesitation he was showing disappears. At least, I don’t think. “He’s messing with you, Gavin.” I turn to my dad, who isn’t doing a very good job hiding his amusement. I bitched and moaned when we started, but now I owe her
a huge apology. When he does roll off of me, it’s not before he gives me one more kiss and breaks the silence. “You’re delusional if you think after the way you treated me, embarrassed me, that I’d dedicate a single thought to your image or your comfort.” “Whatever, slut. “Especially athletes.” “Heeeeyyyy,” Naomi whines from behind me or next to
me. Not so much. Gavin, on the other hand, is calm as ever as he pulls his sleeves and turns to find me in the crowd. And my nose is stuffy from crying so I’ll probably snore.” Stop while you’re ahead, Marlee. Tonight he told me about this woman who pretended to be a prostitute to get close to the other girls on the corners and when they’d get in
trouble, she showed up like fuckin’ Wonder Woman (his words, not mine) and hid them in the basement of her Five Points bungalow. Don’t get me started on rent. Gavin sticking up for me . His warm eyes have gone cold, and the comfortable grip he had on my hand now feels like a vise. I wanted to be over him, I wanted to be over Chris, but if these
past few weeks have proven anything, it’s that I have a long way to go. “And I’m so disappointed in you, Gavin. #Bliss Twenty-three It wasn’t what either of us wanted, but Gavin went home later that night. “It was.” He peppers my breasts with kisses. “Thanks,” he says to my back as I speed walk to my room. “The charity group run by the Mustang
players’ wives. I’m thankful there’s not a spinal or neck injury, obviously, but with all the recent news and discoveries about the brain damage football players have, a concussion is almost as bad. Well, I’m just hoping I don’t throw up. He just shot him dirty looks from wherever he was standing when he came around. When Brian hears it, his mouth
snaps shut and he directs his angry gaze my way. Except, I’m not a baller like you, so the first round, we do it in cents. I’m not successful. When I get to his mouth, he loses control. “Are you good? So technically I left him because he’s a lying, cheating dirtbag. “That was amazing,” I tell him, because after a performance like that, the man deserves to
know. I’ll be in the other room.” I want to turn and run, but my entire body aches and instead of being the hare, I’m for sure the tortoise. I give him a crisp nod. I’m a grown-ass woman, I know that a little hand action on the couch doesn’t equal love or any kind of commitment. It just seemed like the polite thing to do. “You can’t say no.” “Oh brother.”
Brynn rolls her eyes so hard, they almost get stuck behind her head. “That’s so mean. He wraps his arms around me, pulling me toward him until my back is flush against his chest. Second, will you just say what you were going to say already? But like a typical daughter, I brushed her off and ignored her warnings. “The towels are here.” He points to
the bottom cabinet. I don’t look out of the window to make sure he’s okay. He’s thirty years older than me, and I’ve asked him to stop too many times to count, but he never listens. The bone-crushing disappointment that comes from knowing the guy you want isn’t right for you. How are you?” I wish these streets were better lit and I could get a better
look at him. That’s my story and I’m sticking to it. . “Hey! Don’t shoot the messenger. or drool. She managed to escape to quarterback Gavin Pope’s house. My hands travel down to his strong shoulders, pulling him even closer. These past four years have been very kind to him. I don’t know if anybody has told you this yet, but I’m kind of the shit when
it comes to showing up at the stadium on Sundays.” “No, Dre warned me. He looks a little nervous, which in turn makes me really nervous. “Can you pass me the remote?” I ask. Are we going steady now?” Page 23 “Yes, Mr. Pope, we’re going steady.” He doesn’t say anything to my answer. Part of me is relieved to know nothing terrible happened to
him, but the other part is sad because I really hoped he’d found a better, warmer sleeping arrangement. Maybe I won’t mention your name in a live broadcast on ESPN discussing the terrible experience I had with an Officer Brian Green of the DPD.” Mic drop. His soft touch is the complete opposite of what I would expect from hands so large and
calloused. “I don’t think that’s a good idea.” Just say yes and get this over with, Marlee! “I’ll take you home if you want or to your parents, but I’d feel better knowing you’re safe and with me.” His fingers leave my hand and his thumb brushes under my jaw. I have two legs. I wouldn’t know. I’m mad at Chris for saying he wanted a break and space
instead of just ending it. We didn’t know if you’d come tonight. Because with an ass like his? James. “He’s never snuck out to kiss me.” “Hey, Naomi.” Gavin waves to her. In the words of the infamous Ice Cube, today was a good day. “It’s not our most popular, but it’s the only one I could find that didn’t have a cork.” “Do I seem like my standards are
sky-high right now? I’m not sure what he does with the money, but I figure it’s not my place to ask. I walk to the train, trying to think happy thoughts as the streetlights flicker on and off over my head. I have my own place. “You wanna fill me in?” “Before I answer, where would we go?” Page 20 “I have one date planned if you want it to be a surprise
or you could choose.” He leans toward me, his eyebrows up. I dulled myself in order to let him shine. Next to it is a wall where you can tape your pictures and scribble a note on one of the many Post-its declaring your new, lifelong, just-for-the-night bestie. If I make it out of this alive, Naomi’s gonna freak. Or the sun beaming so brightly through the
giant window next to my bed, my entire body is sweating. Gavin who? “Yes, Bluebell Sparkle, and you’re going to love her, Dad. So unsatisfying. “Naomi!” Dixie cries out across the wide, crowded concourse as soon as we walk in. You’re the same as these groupie sluts. My Dad and Brynn think it’s obnoxious. .” He stops himself and takes a deep
breath. Freaking James. “Miss Harper, please take a seat.” Brynn points to the chair in front of her desk. Really, I am. They have a strict schedule and a curfew, so I’m more than a little shocked to see Gavin here. “Why would I need new underwear?” I ask. Then for the second round, we move to dollars. “Got it . Really?” Gavin says beside me. Lenny’s
probably been bored out of his mind without me.” “Who the hell is Lenny?” he asks, probably already thinking of ways to revoke his invitation. I’m trying to think of any kind of comeback when someone else beats me to the punch. I don’t have the time or energy for this shit. “The only thing I heard you say was I’m a winner.” At first, Gavin was letting
me win, but he has not taken Naomi’s acting classes. It’s scary how much I feel for Gavin. “He’s okay. Oh. My. God. He doesn’t seem to realize my opinion of him is so low, nothing he could ever say would bother me. Gavin, however, is unbelievably handsome, a gentleman, kind, a fantastic kisser and those skills do not diminish in bed, and he’s one of
the highest-paid quarterbacks in the NFL. “I have no idea what I’m supposed to be seeing.” My voice is thick from unshed tears. You’re this huge presence, even bigger than Chris. Which, after the last week, I should be happy about. Discussing family is way out of small-talk zone. “Keyword was ‘trying.’” He reappears in the doorway, still naked, only
missing the condom I’m assuming he flushed. I might never be able to get it off. The source of the sunlight is a huge floor-to-ceiling window lacking any form of window treatment. I don’t mean to whisper, but I can’t speak any louder. It’s just that . Maybe I should add a column in the budget for insurance? We apprehended Mr. Thomas at around
seven o’clock this evening. But he keeps going, watching me, oblivious to the storm brewing beside him. I have mixed emotions seeing him. Even tonight, I could’ve stuck up for myself with Brian . “Tell me what you want, Marlee.” I try to answer, but every time I find the words, he takes my nipple into his mouth, and I lose the ability to speak. I had to
repeat that class. Did you really say that or am I hearing you wrong again?” #NotMakingThatMistakeTwice “Yes. Bills. But instead they got a sociopath with silver teeth. You bet on us?” “Of course we did.” She looks at me like I’m the crazy one. The following week he called once. “I’ll be here when you’re finished.” “Okay. How do I go home?” I shout
a bunch of broken sentences at him. “You’re awake.” He smiles, walking through the doorway. If I would’ve known you were a football player, I wouldn’t have gone home with you.” “Maybe you wouldn’t have, but from my experience, me playing football is the only reason women do want to come home with me. “Ummm. I look at the bright, numbercovered screen in front of me for seconds, but for the life of me, I have no idea what it means. so . .” She bounces in the seat so hard, it sends my chest into the metal edging of the table. “They don’t call me the cherry-busting master for nothing.” “Oh my god!” I stop mid skip and turn into his chest. But he keeps going. Instead of looking over my
shoulder, I get to watch as the color drains from Courtney’s face, and her jaw almost hits the floor. I get he’s having some weird testosterone showdown in front of the rest of their gang, but I can’t believe Chris would say something so vulgar. Why would anybody want to help the environment and save money?” I set my wine-glass on the table—I mean
box—so I can have the full use of my hands to get my point across. Good thing I like it because before I can reach for the lime, another punch is thrown. The smell of coffee was enough to put a little extra pep in my step . I should’ve let you know I was getting coffee. Denver’s a good place to live.” I shove a bite of croissant in my mouth. He brings his
mouth to mine. If you get there before me, keep your tight little asses in your car and wait for me.” “Fine with me. “Oh . “Whatever you say. “See ya tomorrow, Marlee.” “Later, Paisley.” I wave to her as I follow Brynn to the office. But that’s not the point. “I fucked up. “Marlee. Or we can eat here, whatever you like.” The effort I put forth for the
question to come out casually is a massive fail. My breathing is ragged, partly from nerves about walking in the spotlight, partly from how tight the leftover dress Courtney handed me is. “Good evening, Miss Harper, this is Detective Long. My eyes widen, and I freeze. well . I like getting the flowers. “But now I see not much has changed since high
school.” “What are you talking about, Brian?” I’m not in the mood to engage with him tonight, so I cut straight to the point.
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